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I N T ROD UCTI O N
Arapahoe County is leading an effort to better manage and enhance the transportation network in the
County. Previously, public engagement provided valuable feedback during a virtual public meeting, an
online survey, and an interactive website where people posted comments and ideas on a County map.
While listening to the community, the project team gathered information and data about the County’s
existing transportation system and current and future travel.
A key outcome of the initial public input and data collection and analysis was the identification of 24
key transportation corridors in Arapahoe County (Figure 1). These important County corridors serve
substantial areas of both the unincorporated County and one or more cities. A key corridor survey was
prepared with the intent of analyzing further the corridor and received public feedback.
The current document summarizes the key transportation corridors survey, performed from
February 18 until March 30, 2021. The survey asked people about their perspective, ideas, and
priorities for each corridor.
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Figure 1.

Identified Key Corridors (24)
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P LAT FORM AN D COMM E N T P ERIOD
Survey Monkey (www.surveymonkey.com) was used as the platform for the survey, and it was
embedded and publicized through Arapahoe County website and social media accounts, as well as
publicized on other relevant stakeholders’ and cities’ accounts. The public comment period was
launched on February 18, 2021, and concluded at noon on March 30, 2021.
The following tools were used to notify the public of this start of the comment period:


County website



Social media posts



Other cities’ accounts

Figure 2 provides an example of one of the social media posts from Arapahoe County.

Figure 2.

Social Media Post (Arapahoe County)
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P RO JE CT SU RVE Y
The corridor survey briefly introduced the project and presented a map of the key corridors identified in
Arapahoe County. The survey then asked respondents to select a corridor on which to provide input. A
corridor summary sheet (shown on Figure 3) with the corridor characteristics was provided and
respondents were asked about their priorities. The public was also allowed to leave additional
comments about the transportation plan in general or specifically about the corridor.
Key Corridors


6th Avenue/6th Parkway



I-70



Arapahoe Road west of I-25*



Iliff/Jewel Avenue



Arapahoe Road east of I-25*



Mineral Avenue



Belleview Avenue



Dry Creek, Easter, Broncos Pkwy, Mineral Avenue



Bowles Avenue/Littleton Boulevard



Mississippi Avenue



Broadway



Parker Road



Buckley Road/Airport Boulevard



Platte Canyon/Federal Boulevard



Colfax Avenue



Quincy Avenue



E-470



Santa Fe Drive



Gun Club Road/Aurora Parkway



Smoky Hill Road



Hampden Avenue



University Boulevard



I-25



Watkins Road



I-225

*Arapahoe Road was divided into two sections.

Question:

Please select your two (2) highest priority mobility improvements for [key corridor].
Allowed Responses:


Bicycle improvements



Maintenance of existing roads/facilities



Pedestrian improvements



Safety improvements



Congestion/traffic





Transit improvements

Upgrading or adding to the transportation
system (e.g., pave rural roads, new
connections, widening roads)
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Figure 3.

Sample Corridor Summary
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SU RVE Y GE NE RAL RESU LT S
There were 431 people who completed the survey, with some people commenting on more than one

6th Avenue/6th Parkway.
Arapahoe Road west of I-25
Arapahoe Road east Of I-25
Belleview Avenue.
Bowles Avenue/Littleton Boulevard.
Broadway.
Buckley Road/Airport Boulevard.
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E-470.
Gun Club Road/Aurora Parkway.
Hampden Avenue.
I-25.
I-225.
I-70.
Iliff/Jewel Avenue.
Mineral Avenue.
Dry Creek, Easter, Broncos Parkway.
Mississippi Avenue.
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corridor, for a total of 460 corridor responses. Some corridors had more input than others, including
responses and comments, varying from 54 responses for the 6th Ave/6th Parkway corridor to only 6
responses for the I-70 corridor that runs through Arapahoe County (Table 1). Overall, corridors had an
average of 18 respondents. The most common priority concern was congestion/traffic (the most cited
priority for 17 of the 24 corridors). Updating facilities was the number one priority for 4 corridors and
maintenance was number one for 3 of the 24 corridors. Safety was mentioned often as a priority and
carried the most citations after congestion/traffic; however, safety was the number one priority for only
the Colfax corridor, along with pedestrian improvements. Mississippi, Hampden and I-225 also had
significant safety concerns.
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Input Provided by Transportation Corridor
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Bicycle improvements were not the top priority for any corridor. Nonetheless, it was one of the higher
priorities for several corridors including 25 percent or more respondents in the Arapahoe West,
Belleview, Bowles/Littleton and Dry Creek/Easter/Broncos corridors.
In terms of comments, all corridors had at least several comments, with a total of 414 comments for
all individual corridors. Additionally, 88 comments were comments about the transportation plan in
general. The following represent common themes arising from the general comments and present
sample comments:


Infrastructure needs, usually expressed as widening on areas within and outside the key
corridors, as the urban fringes where new development is happening. Roads such as Gun Club
and 6th Avenue east of E-470 were frequently mentioned, with some respondents citing the
need for paving, design and better maintenance (19 comments):

“With the booming housing construction in the county, we must address the infrastructure to
accommodate the increase in vehicle traffic. This is critical to Arapahoe County. I appreciate the
opportunity to bring up our concerns. Thank you.”


Signal timing and general traffic congestion were a common general theme throughout the
County (14 comments):

“Need to develop an ongoing program to synchronize the traffic lights. Far too often traffic is
congested because of this issue.”


Other common concerns included requests of more transportation access for seniors
(2 comments), better transit service in general (10) and more bike and ped facilities (14).

“With the high number of Seniors in Arapahoe County I would like to see what can be done to
keep our Seniors active by getting out... even when they might no longer be able to drive. I
think Arapahoe County has an opportunity to ‘think outside the box’ and be a leader in this area
and have it a win-win for all!”
“In general, I think some sort of grid type transportation system would help get folks from
place to place. It is key that the modes (bus, light rail, etc) need to operate on a regular and
frequent basis. Cost should also be a rate that encourages, not discourages, use!”
“Please add as many bike and pedestrian improvements as possible! They make life so much
nicer and allow people to walk/ride to larger trail systems, or connect smaller ones.”


More planning (8 comments) and funding for new infrastructure (8 comments) were also
mentioned:

“With the increased development of EV cars will there be an annual use tax? We need to look at
smart traffic cameras, lights that can anticipate and adjust the light timing depending on the
number of cars.”
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KE Y CO RRI DORS RESUL T S
Following are summary comments received for each of the 24 key corridors, including the top two
priorities, the most frequent comment topics, and sample comments. All comments by corridor are
provided in the appendix.

6th Avenue/6th Parkway
1st: Upgrading the Transportation System
2nd: Safety Improvements
Most of the comments referred to the need for connections to new developments, specifically east of
Powhaton Road connecting to Sky Ranch. There were 49 total comments, including:
“Please connect 6th between Powhaton and Monaghan. Per the provided estimate, the connection is

necessary. With the development of the surrounding communities well underway, the road would
benefit many.”

Arapahoe Road West of I-25
1st: Congestion/Traffic
2nd: Bicycle Improvements and Safety Improvements
Most comments refer to the need to serve through traffic, with some concerns about bicycle facilities,
transit, and pedestrian facilities. There were 26 total comments, including:

“Arapahoe west of I-25 could be improved by widening the road where it narrows and adding more
turn lanes. Through lanes that suddenly become turn lanes are a safety and congestion concern. Also,
improvements to parallel routes could help alleviate some of the congestion on Arapahoe in this area.”

Arapahoe Road East of I-25
1st: Congestion/Traffic
2nd: Upgrading the Transportation System and Bicycle Improvements
Comments for the east side of Arapahoe were mostly focused on widening and traffic congestion.
Better streetlights, widening, parallel bike routes, and better transit were mentioned. Thirty-nine
comments were provided, including:

“Stoplight timing between Parker Rd. and I-25 needs to be updated, especially at Revere which is not
in sync with rest of lights. Road should be widened between Waco and Liverpool to 6 lanes for
continuity.”
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Belleview Avenue
1st: Congestion/Traffic
2nd: Bicycle Improvements
Most of the comments refer to issues with congestion, road width and safety for pedestrians and
bicyclists. The congestion issues were mostly focused on I-25 and Belleview. There were 25 total
comments, including:

“Possible bike path crossing at Clarkson -potential traffic light at Franklin -what in the world are you
going to do with the Belleview/I-25 interchange. worst in metro area!!”

Bowles Avenue/Littleton Boulevard
1st: Congestion/Traffic
2nd: Safety Improvements
Congestion was a common concern, but safety improvements were a close second, as well as
pedestrian and bike improvements. The comments followed the responses but mostly focus on safety
needs. There were 14 total comments, including:

“Better and safer walking paths down Bowles from Sheridan to Santa Fe. Extend another road to take
pressure off of Bowles traffic due to volume of traffic and new construction of large apartment complex
now in works on Bowles Ave.”

Broadway
1st: Maintenance of Existing Roads/Facilities
2nd: Congestion/Traffic
Comments mostly referred to poor pedestrian and roadway facilities, with a focus on pedestrian needs
and the lack of good facilities. There were some comments on traffic concerns. There were 12 total
comments, including:

“Broadway needs to be narrowed to reduce overall vehicular speeds. Slip lanes at crossings need to be
removed so that walking and biking people are safer when using the street. The long stretches of
center turn lanes should be removed and that road width reclaimed for protect bike lanes and/or busonly transit lanes. The scale of the road is just too big. It should have the same quality as segments of
University Ave in the northern section: Human scaled, abundant crossings for pedestrians, and a
thriving commercial mix that results from scaling the roadway DOWN. The lane widths on the good
portions of University Ave are 2-4 feet narrower than the lane widths on Broadway. This results in
higher vehicle speeds (less safety), greater noise, and a less pleasant experience for anyone living just
off the Broadway corridor. And this corridor is closely bounded by residential communities. Broadway
needs a road diet so badly.”
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Buckley Road/Airport Boulevard
1st: Congestion/Traffic
2nd: Maintenance of existing roads/facilities
Most comments were related to traffic congestion, timing of traffic lights, and widening needs. Other
comments referred to safety, turning lane safety needs, and high speeds in the corridor. There were 10
total comments, including:

“Too many signals on this corridor and there are an insufficient number of through lanes. Need right
turn lane for Northbound Buckley turning onto Eastbound Hampden.”

Colfax Avenue
1st: Pedestrian Improvements, Congestion/Traffic and Safety Improvements (all with the same
percentage)
Most comments referred to pedestrian safety and corridor vitality. A few comments referred to
bicyclists, transit needs and congestion. There were 8 total comments, including:

“Consider connecting the East Colfax BRT at Yosemite ... Colfax, like Federal and other arterial roads
see more pedestrian deaths than others. Improving pedestrian and transit improvements will make it
safer for vulnerable users.”

E-470
1st: Upgrading the Transportation System
2nd: Congestion/Traffic
Most comments mentioned the cost of the tolls and the need to make it more accessible for everyone.
Some comments referred to the need to complete the trail and better access. There were 14 total
comments, including:

“Make it more economical to use. This company gouges you with high tolls. Cut the price in half and
you can fix most of the bottlenecks on all the other highways.”

Gun Club Road/Aurora Parkway
1st: Congestion/Traffic
2nd: Upgrading the Transportation System
Better access, the desire for widening, and better road facilities were common comments for Gun Club
Road. A few comments referred to the lack of shoulders and sidewalks in some sections. This corridor
had 41 total comments, including:

“As mentioned by others, road needs to be widened to handle traffic. Many intersections are unsafe or
difficult to turn off/onto Gun Club. Additional turn lanes, barriers, etc may help.”
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Hampden Avenue
1st: Congestion/Traffic
2nd: Safety Improvements
Congestion and the conditions of the facility were most mentioned in the comments. Some comments
referred to the lack of sidewalk facilities in sections and poor visibility. There were 13 total comments,
including:

“The roads are very chopping, it has huge pot holes that keep getting "temporary fixed" between
storms which works its way out and becomes a bigger pot hole. The congestion in the afternoon from
Hampden Ave at Santa Fe when it goes from three lanes to two lanes is the problem.”

I-25
1st: Congestion/Traffic
2nd: Maintenance of Existing Roads/Facilities
Most of the I-25 comments referred to transit needs and the need to better connect urban places that
are divided by the Interstate. There were 2 comments, including:
“I-25 is a large barrier that splits the DTC area into two, making it less practical for pedestrians and

bicyclists to cross it. Some of the traffic congestion in the area could be alleviated if it was easier for
people to cross I-25 without having to travel out of their way. Similarly, some vehicle traffic could be
taken off of major routes such as Arapahoe, Orchard and Belleview if there were more surface streets
that crossed I-25 in the DTC area. Transit will play an important role in reducing congestion on I-25,
but only if RTD and other stakeholders can improve connections between RTD stations and nearby
destinations. Again, some of this could be addressed by putting more overpasses across I-25. Another
possibility would be frequent shuttle service around the DTC area during office hours.”

I-225
1st: Congestion/Traffic
2nd: Safety Improvements
Comments from I-225 mostly referred to congestion and access to and out of the Interstate. There
were 6 total comments, including:

“I-225 is awful during rush hours. Approaching Colfax from I-70 going south is crazy as is Parker Road
to I-225. Why was it designed so that 4 lanes have to merge into 1 right at SB Parker Road
intersection? That doesn't make any sense. It's better going north near Parker Road but still always
super busy.”

I-70
1st: Maintenance of existing roads/facilities and upgrading the transportation system
Most of the concerns were about the conditions of the road and exits. There were 6 total comments,
including:
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“We need to upgrade rural roads and provide new connections east of 470. Many exits need to be
updated with signals. There are several accidents occurring at the Airpark road exit due to congestion
and not having signals. This is also occurring at Powhaton and the service road.”

Iliff/Jewel Avenue
1st: Congestion/Traffic
2nd: Maintenance of Existing Roads/Facilities
Traffic congestion is a concern and there was a significant number of comments expressing the desire
for better biking and pedestrian facilities. Wildlife issues seem to be common at E-470 and Jewell.
There were 12 total comments, including:

“I had heard some years ago that Iliff Avenue would be widened so that there would be 3 through
lanes in each direction between Quebec Street and Parker Road, and include some improvements to
sidewalks, pedestrian crossings and pavement quality (it is presently very rough). I thought that this
was going to have been completed about two years ago. But nothing has been done.”

Mineral Avenue
1st: Congestion/Traffic
2nd: Maintenance of Existing Roads/Facilities and Safety Improvements
Most comments were about the congestion on Santa Fe, the need for a better safety crossing for
pedestrians, and the lack of more multimodal facilities in the area. There were 18 total comments,
including:

“Remove the flashing pedestrian light at polo reserve and put in a new streetlight as it was before. I
live near there and have seen many near misses where traffic does not stop for the flashing pedestrian
light. Frightening. That is the only area to cross Mineral safely to connect to the sidewalk and go to
Aspen Grove and Light Rail. Need at least one place for people to cross safely. Also need to consider
future development at the corner of Santa Fe and Mineral and how that will be accessed. That area is
completely congested at high traffic hours already.”

Dry Creek, Easter, Broncos Parkway, Mineral Avenue
1st: Congestion/Traffic
2nd: Transit Improvements
Some comments focused on congestion, but most of the comments focused on pedestrian, bike and
transit needs in the corridor. There were 14 total comments, including:

“Safety! There is no safe way for a bike to go; they must meander through the neighborhoods. What
regional trail underpasses?! Some sort of bus transportation, even if only during rush hours. Speed
limit enforcement. Children cross this street for school!”
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Mississippi Avenue
1st: Congestion/Traffic
2nd: Safety Improvements
Most comments were about safety needs and concerns on Mississippi from speeding to pedestrian
crossings. There were 7 total comments, including:

“Please put a pedestrian crossing at Miss and Elkhart and Miss and Salem. Many pedestrians try to
cross mid-block in these places due to access to/from shops and schools.”

Parker Road
1st: Congestion/Traffic
2nd: Safety Improvements
Concerns varied from maintenance, signal timing, pedestrian and transit needs and speeding or drag
racing. There were 22 total comments, including:

“The condition of Parker Road south of Arapahoe and the Douglas County line is fair/poor for such a
major thoroughfare. Patching of the existing surface has been done and was never smoothed to match
the existing pavement. Basically, the patches are above the general grade of the road. This is
especially in the northbound lanes leading from the county line until close to Arapahoe Road.”

Platte Canyon/Federal Boulevard
1st: Congestion/Traffic
2nd: Maintenance of Existing Roads/Facilities
Federal concerns were mostly focused on pedestrian and bike safety, while most Platte Canyon
comments were about congestion and turn lanes. There were 8 total comments, including:

“I barely feel safe driving on Federal Blvd. How are pedestrians supposed to feel comfortable accessing
businesses along the route?” and “Platte Canyon deserves to be two lanes each way. The land is
available.”

Quincy Avenue
1st: Upgrading the Transportation System
2nd: Congestion/Traffic
Most comments refer to infrastructure improvements such as widening the roadway and adding better
bike facilities. Traffic speeds, better shoulders and sidewalks were also mentioned. There were 18 total
comments, including:

“Widening the road between Gun Club and Aurora Reservoir would be helpful as would having
continuous sidewalk/bike path”
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Santa Fe Drive
1st: Congestion/Traffic
2nd: Safety Improvements
Most comments referred to traffic congestion and the intersections. Several comments referred to the
need for safe pedestrian, transit, bike needs to connect across. There were 15 total comments,
including:

“Since this is a major expressway, many of the traffic intersections should be eliminated or made a
different grade with on-ramps/cloverleaf so that it does not have high speed with high braking at so
many intersections.”

Smoky Hill Road
1st: Congestion/Traffic
2nd: Maintenance of Existing Roads/Facilities
Comments focused on traffic control, widening needs and multimodal infrastructure needs. Several
commented on the difference in segments and lack of continuity. There were 14 total comments,
including:

“The stretch of Smoky Hill through Centennial is poorly maintained and causes congestion as it
narrows. As this negatively impacts Aurora residents of both sides, the city should annex the road and
maintain/improve it.”

University Boulevard
1st: Congestion/Traffic
2nd: Safety Improvements
Congestion at school zones near Quincy Avenue seems to be a major issue, along with some right
turns and the need for multimodal infrastructure. There were 15 total comments, including:

“Congestion from Dry Creek to Orchard is a major issue. Bike and pedestrian paths from County Line to
Arapahoe (DeKoeven Park) are critically needed. It is very unsafe to bike or walk on existing sidewalks
in this section. Also in some areas sidewalks don’t even exist, and most are very narrow and in very
poor condition. There should be a skywalk from AHS across University and across Dry Creek.”

Watkins Road
1st: Maintenance of Existing Roads/Facilities
2nd: Upgrading the Transportation System
Better connectivity, vehicular safety and maintenance due to trucks seem to be the most significant
issues in the area. There were 5 total comments, including:

“Watkins is a volume traffic area with a lot of accidents. There are a lot of semi-trucks causing a lot of
damage to the roads.”
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SU RVE Y U SE
Corridor information for each corridor was used for specific corridor meetings with local stakeholders.
The data used for the corridors, along with the comments and feedback, provided a better general
understanding of the corridors. All corridor responses, comments and information are provided in
Appendix A.
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APP ENDI X A - R E S PO NS ES AN D COM M EN TS B Y
C O RRID OR
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Please select your two (2) highest priority mobility improvements for 6th Avenue/6th Parkway.

Please share your ideas about specific needs and opportunities for the corridor:
Finish 6th ave so that it’s paved all the way from the Sky Ranch neighborhood and connects with Powhatan.
Please connect 6th between Powhaton and monaghan. Per the provided estimate, the connection is necessary. With the development
of the surrounding communities well underway, the road would benefit many.
the transit between Watkins to Airport is one way (lane?) each way. Houses are being built around the 6th Parkway getting to the
base, when people move to these areas, congestion will be an issue as there are some drivers who get impatient driving behind those
who stay around the speed limit.
6th Ave East getting on I25 (225?) South is a disaster. Always traffic as 2-3 lanes merging into one.
Completing 6th between Powhaton and Monaghan
6th east of Powhaton into the new development would drastically reduce traffic in front of the trailer park on colfax and cut several
miles out of the commute for people living within sky ranch heading south. As it sits, it’s an unmaintained dirt road with no turn into the
development that dead ends into the corn fields on the other side. I’d like to see it cut in as a big wide road because they are building
tons of homes in that area and it will have quite a bit of traffic.
Widening of S. Gun Club Road at Alameda. Lighting and traffic signals needed as new homes are being developed. Expanding Harvest Rd
from Alameda to Jewel would open up an additional north to south connection.
Complete the connection from Monaghan to powhaton. Connecting with Sky Ranch community. Sky ranch only has one way in/out.
Not only worried about congestion but emergencies if the road out gets blocked. This has already happened before.
I am a resident of the Sky Ranch community. It would be incredibly beneficial to complete the connection of 6th Ave between
Monaghan and Powhaton. We currently only have 1 route in and out of our community and this can and has already proven to be a
safety issue. When our 1 route from Monaghan to Frontage rd is blocked we are trapped. With the fast growing community it will only
be a greater need. Thank you for your serious consideration.
Pedestrian access east of Airport Blvd. should be high priority.
Please extend 7th (6th?) all the way to sky ranch
AS we expand easterly, this will become a "MAJOR" east-west corridor.
Plenty of traffic lights if there are no circles put in.
There is a block missing on 6th starting at Powhatan Rd to Monaghan Rd. The limited part of 6th limits the new communities in the
area to one exit.
Extending 6th ave to the Sky Ranch neighborhood
Would love to have 6th extended into Sky Ranch up to Monaghan.
We the new neighbors being built out, this is on of the few access roads. Anytime we get any weather, this road is unsafe and
impossible yo travel on.
Powhaton to Monaghan connection needed soon.
The short section of 6th that is incomplete between Powhaton and Monaghan if completed would be extremely helpful to the Sky
Ranch community for safety. We have had 2 instances in recent months where entering and exiting via Monaghan was blocked for
multiple hours. This is a safety issue for the 200+ families currently living here with probably almost 400 in the next year. The
developer has completed 6th to the edge of the Sky Ranch property. There is probably a 0.5 mile stretch left to connect to Powhaton
which would provide a secondary route into and out of the neighborhood. This would greatly improve safety of the neighborhood in
terms of people being able to get to and from their house even when an accident on Monaghan(which happens far to often) or I-70
closure blocks access. This would also provide an alternate route for emergency vehicles to access to the neighborhood in case
Monaghan is blocked and an emergency is occurring in the neighborhood. We are part of the APS school district and while very close to
the new Harmony Ridge P-8 school, buses and parents have to drive out to the frontage road, Powhaton, etc back to Harmony. A
connection at 6th Ave. would also benefit the APS bus picking up from Sky Ranch.
6th Ave needs to be connected to sky ranch. Currently there is only one way in and out of the neighborhood. It appears there is a dirt
road currently in its place but is inaccessible at times due to mud or snow.

Please pave the road extending from 6th and Powhatan down the Monaghan. The neighborhoods being built there have to drive all
the way around to get out of the neighborhood. It takes an extra 10 minutes, when that would save everyone time.
Currently there is only one way out of the Sky ranch community and if there was an road closure for some reason (which had happened
and it took me 45 minutes of sitting on the frontage road ), people would not be able to leave the community. This could pose a huge
risk if an emergency were to happen and emt or police could get in. By completing 6th avenue to Watkins it would add a second way
in and out of Sky Ranch
This would be a big safety improvement for the corridor by adding other traffic ways and would save on emissions.
Living in the new community Sky ranch the is a need for another entry and exit point
Safety, there was an accident that confined us to our community until the accident was cleared. There is only one entry way no one was
able to come and which is a safety concern.
extend 6th Ave from Powhaton Rd to Monahaghan Rd
finish segment NA 25 as first priority. Then widen the area near i70.
Complete and pave the section between Powhatan and Monaghan.
There is only one in and out of Sky Ranch development. When i70 closes we have a hard time leaving our homes. Paving 6th ave would
be very helpful
We need to extend 6th ave to the sky ranch development. It will be safer all around due to not having to worry about iced turns and
accidents
Please expand this road so 6th Ave connects to Monaghan . Lots of homes going in and this will only help improve traffic flow.
6th Ave needs to be finished to Monaghan because it is causing to much traffic on Powhatan Road.
Currently sky ranch is limited to a one point entry. We recently had an power outage as a vehicle hit the power pole that lines the one
road access Point. Unfortunately we were unable to exit the community and left being stuck with no other route option. Sure it’s an
isolated incident but what about when i70 is shut down at air park? We’re trapped having to fight the redirected traffic flow or if an
emergency occurred we’re essentially trapped.
I am a resident in Sky Ranch neighborhood and it would be a great benefit to have 6th Ave connect through on the eastern side of
Powhaton Rd. This would allow two points of egress from our neighborhood and provide much needed safety and access for us as
residents. Also, I would like to add that 6th Ave between Gun Club and Powhaton is in bad shape in many spots with potholes and
cracks spread all across the street that makes for a rough ride to work every day.
Due to lack of access during emergencies please extend 6th between Powhaton and Monaghan to increase safety by adding one
additional inlet/outlet for our neighborhood!
Please extend 6th between Powhatan and Monaghan to increase safety by adding one additional inlet/outlet for our neighborhood
Due to higher traffic and expansion of homes along colfax frontage road 6th ave should connect through. With the growth of
residential communities and school districts 6th ave provides fundamental travel to schools and other options to gain access to e470.
Frontage road/colfax along I-70 corridor is in need of repair and congestion on and off the highway during peak travel times makes for
unsafe driving conditions with surrounding residential communities.
6th Avenue needs to be extended all the way to N Monaghan Rd. There is only one way to get in or out of the Sky Ranch subdivision
and this could create a major problem for the residents in the case of an emergency if Colfax is blocked for any reason.
6th Avenue has a VERY small section that is not completed between Powhaton and Monaghan . This means that the Sky Ranch
Community has only one inlet and outlet and to use the APS school in our district you must drive approximately three times further to
access the school. Twice in the past several weeks an emergency has occurred where Monaghan has been completely shut off for
several hours, trapping families with small children, elderly and pregnant women in the neighborhood without any way to safely exit in
the neighborhood. Please coordinate to complete this small section so that we may access emergency evacuation routes and in general
a more logical and convenient route to the school which our taxes go to. 6th should also be extended to Monaghan road because there
is projected to be tens of thousands of homes developed in the next several years in our area well before 2040.

Would be nice to have another way into and out of Sky Ranch neighborhood and a way to Harmony Ridge school there is only one way
in and when going East on I-70 was closed it took 2 in a half hours to get to the neighborhood with only one way in was ridiculous and
hectic if we could have came in from 6th Ave would of saved time. I believe also would be more accessible for emergency vehicles to
reach the area as well with another entrance to the neighborhood. I hope this will be fixed soon.
This is so complex I honestly do not know what to suggest, other than have road/traffic/transportation experts keep bicyclist's needs in
the top 3 priorities.
Currently residents of Sky ranch only have one entrance to the community. Completing paving 6th ave from powhaton up to the
already paved area before monaghan would serve as an alternate entrance or exit to the community. There have been instances
where Monaghan is blocked at the entrance of sky ranch and residents were stranded in the community or could not return home.
Also, I did not see an option for monaghan road. This road should be added to the snow plowing route. There have been many
accidents because it is never plowed.
Need to complete the section between Powhaton and Monaghan. This would provide a second access to the the Sky Ranch
community. Additionally, the proposed road connection between Sky Ranch and Harmony should be completed. Both of these
projects would create time and distance savings for the general public as well as provide a more direct route from Sky Ranch to the
Harmony K-8 school.
With the new residential developments Sky Ranch and Harmony, finishing 6th ave between Powhatan and Monaghan Rd would ease
traffic and congestion on the Colfax frontage road. Also adding sidewalks to this section would make it safe for pedestrians to walk this
section.
Extend E 6th ave to connect to Monaghan.
Extend 6th Ave east
Paving the small part of rural dirt road between Gun Club Rd and Monaghan would be very helpful as a New Sky Ranch resident. An
extra exit out of the neighborhood would be very helpful to the entire community. The frontage road leading into Sky ranch (Colfax) is
definitely seeing much more traffic and will need more frequent repairs with only one road in and out.
Connection needed where marked NA25 on the map above. 6th Ave needs to be completed at this point so the Sky Ranch
neighborhood has more than one entrance.
Please finish the paving of 6th avenue. There aren't a lot of options for leaving and getting into the Sky Ranch development.

Please select your two (2) highest priority mobility improvements for
Arapahoe Road east of I-25.
Please share your ideas about specific needs and opportunities for the corridor:
1. Add on/off ramps for E470 -- using Gartrell or Smoky Hill for that stretch is a waste of time/gas trying to get back to Arapahoe. 2.
Increase lanes to 6 for the entire length -- the 2 sections where it drops to 4, only to go right back to 6 is unnecessary congestion. 3.
Time the lights better/together. If the speed limit is going to be 45-55, slamming on the brakes every block, is leading to congestion,
accidents/speeding (people annoyed and trying to beat the lights), etc.
You should work on timing the lights better on the road. Traffic going west in the AM should not hit lights, and traffic going east in the
PM should not hit lights. This would cut down on conjestion. Also, cross streets should have shorter lights, and a study should be made
about the length of left hand turn signals for these streets.
Is there anyway to create another, parallel road/corridor to relieve the congestion?
Less traffic lights and more flyovers/unders needed
Build an express lane )second story) from Parker and Arapahoe Rds. to 1-25
This section of Arapahoe needs better pedestrian and bicycle improvements. This highway is not very safe to cross, but many people do
so anyways during their lunch breaks or to get to Cherry Creek State Park. It would be great to see at least one elevated walking/bike
path over the road - for example to connect the trails near Centennial Cive Center Park to the trail south of it. Additionally, the
intersection of Parker and Arapahoe is a safety concern with many accidents nearby. Also, also noted in the study, traffic congestion is
already severe and parallel streets should be improved to redirect some of this traffic. This study should also consider creating a parallel
route to the south of Arapahoe to help alleviate some congestion. Considering the proximity to existing transit lines, this section of
Arapahoe would benefit from increased transit connections. However, the county and RTD really need to address the fact that many
people commute east to west across the south suburbs instead of north towards downtown Denver. Ideally, transit solutions should
improve connections in this area - such as more routes from Aurora west towards Highlands Ranch.
Better light timing to alleviate stalled traffic. Fort Collins was able to accomplish this along College Ave, I know Arapahoe County can too!
Arapahoe road east of Havana is almost a highway with traffic lights. The percentage of traffic from Havana to Parker road is through
traffic, so eliminate the cross traffic to keep it moving. Reduce speed to 45mph but allow only right turns from all of the cross streets.
Allow a merge from a right turn then on to Arapahoe then move to a median u-turn to get in the right direction.
Traffic is horrendous! There must be a better option, but everything dead ends at either the DTC or the Cherry Creek dam. It’s painful
having to use Arapahoe, and the Toll Road only makes a small improvement. Too many people live here and too many packed-together
living spaces such that traffic is a mess!!!! Stop approving high-occupancy properties and/or make housing developments use larger
plots to minimize the number of families that can move in.
I think the 55mph speed limit for large portions of this stretch is way too high for the amount of traffic.I personally would not ride my
bike without protected lanes due to fear of losing my life. I work off Dry Creek and live at Fremont and Blackhawk and periodically use a
bicycle to commute. I think additional bike lanes would be a great enhancement to this area.
Because this is supposed to be an "expressway" from I-25 to Parker Road, traffic signal timing improvements should be made to give this
road priority. A consistent 45/55 MPH speed limit should be set to further improve safety and help traffic flow. I dread driving this
section of roadway because it feels like I have to stop at every single traffic light and traffic backs up while no one is approaching the
green lights on the side-streets. Some turns from side streets may need protected left-turn signals.
Timing / sequencing of the lights would help congestion, frustration and pollution.
Traffic light are not timed to speed limit and traffic ends up stopping when not necessary

I have driven Arapahoe Road for MANY years and have an observation that may help in the short term. My main beef primarily applies to
EASTBOUND traffic between Havana and Parker. Timing the lights better would be one suggestion but I'm sure you're already dealing
with that or at least trying to. Complicating timing the lights is my observation that drivers do not seem to know what the speed limit
really is. If you can't get a more consistent flow, I'm guessing it makes light patterns hard to predict. Some drivers understand that it
changes to 55 MPH. Many others go whatever speed they happen to be doing. It also does not matter which lane you are in, you have
fast AND slower drivers in all lanes. Driving eastbound, once you pass McDonald's (or so) the speed limit goes up to 55 MPH. Many
people miss that sign and there is not another 55 MPH speed limit sign until it's almost time to drop down to 40 (45?) close to Parker
Road. My opinion is it would be worth a test run of putting 55 MPH signs after EVERY traffic light . It would be a relatively cheap way to
see what the impact is. Or, do that and (I can't believe I'm even suggesting this), drop the speed limit to 50 MPH. While WESTBOUND
sometimes has the problem, it just doesn't seem to be as bad as EASTBOUND. An idea for what it is worth...
Because of Cherry Creek State Park and Centennial Airport, Arapahoe is the only E/W corridor east of I-25. Traffic will always be horrific,
because Orchard and Dry Creek are not alternatives. The only solution is capacity and traffic light management to minimize backups. I
avoid Arapahoe if at all possible.
The attached sidewalk is scary to walk/bike immediately adjacent to vehicles driving 60 mph. It is especially scary with kids who tend to
meander and can lose control of their bikes. Please define a wider sidewalk with a buffer zone as the typical section for the corridor.
This would be the typical section to be incorporated for any future roadway improvements and would require adjacent property owners
to build this along their property frontage if developing or redeveloping.
I know it is hard due to I-25, but trying to get from arapahoe rd at yosemite to arapahoe rd at dayton can make me avoid businesses on
the other side of i-25 because the odds of hitting every light going west to east and then coming back east to west is horrible. To get from
Quebec and Arapahoe to University is a breeze, and past Dayton also. But there is no rhyme or reason to those lights except to clear the
off ramp of i-25. Cross traffic gets screwed.
Arapahoe road from Smoky Hill to Liverpool is wide and many people speed. Would be helpful to raise speed limit to 45 or even 55 to
equalize traffic movements, prevent road rage, and make better use of the thruway in rush hours. As there is no residential driveways or
houses directly on this stretch, it should be doable.
1. Expand to six lanes between Chapparal and Liverpool. 2. Close eastern exit from Grandview HS to Arapahoe Rd. This exit is too
close to Liverpool to allow for a safe left turn onto Liverpool.
Put in more dedicated turn lanes and install smarter traffic signals that can sense traffic reducing pollution and congestion. More safe
dedicated bike lanes and wider sidewalks would be a major improvement.
It's unfathomable that there just doesn't exist sidewalks for much of this major road. We also need a better interconnected set of bike
paths parallel and perpendicular to Arapahoe to get safely to destinations.
Enforce the 55 mph. Too many people driving too slow. Should have right turn lanes at intersections!
Roads are consistently in bad shape here. Traffic can be improved if right only lanes were created at all signal stops till S Parker Rd, and
few of them needed further till Liverpool St (high school intersection).
Provide pedestrian tunnels or overpasses for safe crossings
There is no pedestrian sidewalk on the north or south side of this road between Jordan and Potomac, and the community behind the
large fence recently installed a locked gate to prevent pedestrians walking along that protected road to Potomac. That part of Arapaho is
extremely fast & congested, while being very close to bus stops & an inlet to the Cherry Creek Trail. It has no official pedestrian access,
leading people to walk along the side of the road in unofficial ways. A pedestiran sidewalk/bike path that is buffered from the road
would help tremendously, and likely be used a lot.
The same issues as the West side occur. Lights are poorly timed especially for a 55 mile an hour roadway. This causes aggressive driving
and backups as vehicles start and stop and back up.
Better use of stop lights and controling traffic....All lights seem to be out of sync
Stoplight timing between Parker Rd. and I-25 needs to be updated, especially at Revere which is not in sync with rest of lights. Road
should be widened between Waco and Liverpool to 6 lanes for continuity.
Bikes should not be part of any discussion on this road. IT IS FOR CARS!
Wider and increase speed limits to make commuting from Gun Club to I-25 faster and easier. This is needed as there is no alternative to
the extremely expensive tollway.
Arapahoe Rd. is the perfect candidate for bus rapid transit (BRT), provided there are land use changes (mixed use zoning and
reduced/eliminated parking minimums) made to the areas around the few chosen stops along the way. Also ensure there are safe,
adequate bike/pedestrian routes feeding the surrounding areas, and to cross Arapahoe Rd.

Arapahoe Road needs to be wider, the county is always behind the curve and it is probably to late to address it. Create much larger
corridors when developing an area, put in frontage roads and all businesses should front the frontage road, therefore the main street can
continue to move the traffic. Limit the number of streets that would access the main street therefore limiting the number of stop lights
and keeps the traffic moving toward there destinations. Traffic keeps moving less standing and polluting
Timing of lights would increase traffic flow, decrease congestion, and decrease road rage and people running red lights.
This route is horrendous. Build a double-decker road from I25 straight to Parker Rd.
Arapahoe Road should have a dedicated bus route that runs the entire length.
Arapahoe Rd West of S Parker would be a lot safer if the speed limit was lowered. During rush hours, and sometimes on the weekend
the traffic is so congested, most cars are only able to go 20-35 mph. this makes other drivers very perturbed, and so they still try to go
55, weaving in and out of traffic and running red lights....
We need another west to east corridor in addition to Arapahoe Road. Arapahoe Road cannot be widened forever.
Left turn East bound Arapahoe to North bound Buckley needs more inventory space. Vehicles waiting to turn left spill out into thru
lanes. Sight line to West bound Arapahoe from East bound Arapahoe turn lane at Olathe is insufficient to allow safe unsignalized left
turn. Lower West bound Arapahoe lanes.
A dedicated bus lane is needed along this stretch with a few more bus stops. Its absolutely impossible for a blind person to get from EB
Arapahoe Rd. to the businesses on the north side of Arapahoe Rd. It's nice that the bus goes down to the Justice Center but, stops need
to be on Arapahoe Rd. where the businesses are. There is no straight through way for a bike to go along Arapahoe. It's a very convoluted
route right now.

Please select your two (2) highest priority mobility improvements for
Arapahoe Road west of I-25.
Please share your ideas about specific needs and opportunities for the corridor:
I am concerned that as population increases in South East Aurora road will become overwhelmed there needs to be another road that serves
the same purpose is to lighten the load

Congestion from I-25 West to Broadway is very bad during peak drive times. This is a very unfriendly pedestrian corridor, especially with the
Middle School at Colo. Blvd. The right turn from Arapahoe Rd westbound to Univ. Blvd. northbound is very dangerous . A right continuous
lane needs to be constructed instead of ending at the U.S. Bank turn in. Many drivers are surprised & turning and merging onto Univ. Blvd. is
very dangerous because of this construction. I personally would not walk anywhere along this corridor, it is too dangerous. I have a friend who
has dubbed this intersection "Kevorkian corner" for good reason.
Arapahoe west of I-25 could be improved by widening the road where it narrows and adding more turn lanes . Through lanes that suddenly
become turn lanes are a safety and congestion concern. Also, improvements to parallel routes could help alleviate some of the congestion on
Arapahoe in this area.
Eliminate right through lane at Quebec as it has to merge past Quebec and always causes safety problems.
Smart traffic signals between Colorado and I25 . East/west movement stopped too much for 1-2 cars coming off of side streets. Signals at
new Arapahoe/I25 are a joke. Can’t make it from Quebec to Home Depot without stopping at several lights. Why do you make far right lane
entering I25 SB stop at interchange light...that lane should be segregated and flow without stop.
We live near Dry Creek and S. Colorado blvd. overall, the roads are in terrible condition. We have lived in this area for 24 years and many
streets are in dire need of repair at the least. Most need to be repaved. Sadly, most of these roads have never received any maintenance in 24
years. Traffic lights are timed to impair traffic flow.
Please default to wider detached sidewalks throughout the corridor. Walking or biking adjacent to vehicles driving 40-60 mph is a scary
prospect especially with kids that tend to meander and can lose control of their bikes. Defining a wider detached sidewalk as the typical
section could also be used to require property owners to provide these amenities along their property line when they develop or redevelop.
Limited stop/Express bus service connecting East RTD Transit Stations (Downtown Littleton & Mineral Station to West Transit Stations (66
route). Aim for route to achieve travel time within 15 minutes of personal vehicle travel time. A limited stop east-west bus service would help
to provide an attractive travel alternative for individuals needing to travel along the Arapahoe Rd corridor. S afety improvements (signage,
signal, and paint) for crossing major roads along bicycle route corridors including E Noble Rd/E Easter Ave at S Colorado Blvd, E Easter
Ave/Willow Spr Open Space at S Holly St, E Costilla Ave at S Quebec St. Pedestrian/Cyclist signal is also need to cross south from Holly Park
across E Arapahoe Rd. These open space trails and bicycle corridors are really valuable and pleasant low car traffic routes for traveling east and
west throughout the county. Adding safer crossings across major roads will help to encourage greater use by individuals open to using a bicycle
to commute.
Put in more dedicated turn lanes and install smarter traffic signals that can sense traffic reducing pollution and congestion
The entire area is very unfriendly to anything besides a motor vehicle. Bikes, pedestrian travel, and other methods of alternative
transportation are difficult to impossible, and rather dangerous.
Also beautification. As you build and improve, please continue to plant trees for shade.
Arapahoe Road from Euclid to University is not pedestrian-friendly and sure could use improvement.
I often run from Willow Creek Trail -> Little Dry Creek Trail. The crosswalk between Homestead Pkwy and Little Dry Creek Trail is heavily used,
and a very long and congested light. The underpass to the East is, unfortunately, inconvenient because it is a half mile out of the way, and the
sidewalk between the underpass and the connection to Little Dry Creek trail is very narrow, close to the road, and unpleasant to run on. If the
underpass allowed you to exit on the other side of Little Dry Creek with a wider trail, that would help a lot
Safer alternatives for bicyclists. More signage like 3-Foot Law and Share the Road to raise driver awareness. Protects bike lanes where traffic is
heavy.
Synching of traffic lights between I-25 & Parker Road. There will be times when you will stop at 5-6 traffic lights along this busy stretch of
roadway. This can happen late at night when there is little cross traffic.
Currently the traffic lights are timed poorly leading to excessive start stop cycles at each intersection followed by excessive speed and noise
from Holly to Broadway.
I would suggest that the team work with all jurisdictions in an effort to time the traffic lights that allow for free flow at the posted speed limit.
You would need to have these lights change their timing to address heavy traffic patterns and times. This would not only reduce congestion by
keeping traffic moving, but it would cut down on pollution with the lack of stop-and-go traffic. I can't tell you how frustrating it is to catch
every light on the main thoroughfare. I know it can be done asd I have seen it work in other states.
Bikes should not be part of any discussion on this road

Arapahoe Rd. is the perfect candidate for bus rapid transit (BRT), provided there are land use changes (mixed use zoning and
reduced/eliminated parking minimums) made to the areas around the few chosen stops along the way. Also ensure there are safe, adequate
bike/pedestrian routes feeding the surrounding areas, and to cross Arapahoe Rd.

The intersection at University and Arapahoe Road is unsafe for westbound cars turning north onto University, as the turn lane is slanted in
such a way that watching for cars going north on University and trying to merge onto University is difficult. I often think I should just go
through the USBank parking lot and save myself a wreck. As my neck gets stiffer and I get older, I may use that parking lot as a safer
alternative.
There is a long stretch along the southside of Arapahoe Rd from University to Holly where the sidewalks are often covered with
snow in the winter. The kids walking to Newton Middle School have to find other routes than Arapahoe Rd or walk in the street. The small
bridge on Arapahoe Rd just east of University is a hazard, but I understand this bridge will be widened. The intersection of Colorado Blvd and
Arapahoe Rd is busy. Turning R into The Salvation Army on Colorado can be tricky if traffic is going too fast. Worse is turning left into the
Calvary Summitview parking lot from the intersection as there is no turn lane and traffic is too fast making the southbound turn from Arapahoe
Rd. I have been nearly rear-ended there.
Time the traffic lights. This will increase traffic flow, decrease congestion, decrease the number of people running red lights, and decrease
road rage. It will also decrease our carbon footprint.
Again, wish to encourage planners to keep the cyclist's needs near the very top of their priorities.
It would be nice to see a bus route that runs the entire length of Arapahoe Road
Since Arapahoe County has alot of Seniors I would like to see a dditions to the bus/train systems so the seniors have more options available
to them to stay independent without a vehicle of their own. Even subcontracting to Uber etc to get the seniors to the bus/train systems.
Increase frequency of transit for this route. Route #66 bus was reduced to once every hour drive covid, but that is not frequent enough and
needs to run every half hour
Better bus stops/bus pullouts! Most stops are I'm passible in the winter with snow piled on the sidewalks. A dedicated bus lane would make a
bus route more reliable. Sidewalks are needed and must be taken care of. Some sidewalks on the south side of Arap. are in shade & covered
w/ice in the winter.

Please select your two (2) highest priority mobility improvements for
Belleview Avenue.
Please share your ideas about specific needs and opportunities for the corridor:
West bound right hand turn lane from Belleview to Federal needs better markings. Make it so it’s not a must turn in at King Soopers.
From Broadway to Sante Fe the road is too narrow. Limit truck traffic would be a good start. Broadway at I-25. An obvious
bottleneck. Probably needs a flyover for Westbound traffic to get on and off I-25 If RTD wanted us to ride the light rail why didn't they
provide some decent amount of parking at Bellevue and Orchard Stations
Traffic circles should be replaced on the east end of this road to replace stop signs. This would increase the flow by a minute a low
traffic, and would stop the backups and increase time by 8-10 minutes during peak times
Development of properties between Broadway and S. Lowell shall markedly increase traffic congestion in the coming years. The
traffic squeeze and slow speed limit between Broadway and University shall overload and frustrate future East-West traffic loads.
Until rectified, the county should place a moratorium on development in along this route... Or development along this route should
pay a large portion of costs associated with mitigating the effects of increased traffic loads.
Quit adding traffic lights west of Quebec.
The 35 mph limit between University and Broadway is ridiculous.
The pedestrian access on Bellevue from federal to broadway is poorly designed and missing in places. The sidewalks are too close to
the traffic lanes or directly adjacent to the lanes. Pedestrian and bike paths need to be separated from the road way. If it cannot be
done physically due to limited space, then the sidewalks need to have barriers between them and the traffic lanes to provide
protection and to help keep the sidewalks clear of debris, sand and snow.
Bicycles on Belleview are dangerous. Congestion Belleview East approaching I25, particularly during rush hours. Belleview/Univ
intersection much improved.
Put in more dedicated turn lanes and install smarter traffic signals that can sense traffic reducing pollution and congestion. More safe
dedicated bike lanes and wider sidewalks would be a major improvement.
better sequencing & timing of turning lanes onto/off university; improved signage on the change from 3 to 2 westbound lanes near
monaco
Biking is nearly impossible. Lanes for ebikes for commuters would be helpful. Congestion along Belleview is not nearly as concerning as
the speed at which cars go between Holly and Broadway.
possible bike path crossing at Clarkson -potential traffic light at Franklin -what in the world are you going to do with the Belleview/I25 interchange. worst in metro area!!
Belleview - I 25 INTERCHANGE IS IMPOSSIBLE DURING RUSH HOURS
The left turning lanes at both Broadway and University do not seem to have enough capacity. Longer right turn lanes could also help.
There are some pretty good north-south bicycle paths through this area, but much less east-west. (Example: Highline Canal). A good
bike option along Belleview could assist connectivity and make cycling a more viable option for transportation.
Belleview from University to the west is a congested, unsafe raceway.
The road does not feel safe for cyclists -- shoulder is too narrow and there is often not a proper bicycle lane.
This is a major east-west commuting corridor and it lacks consistent and connected bicycle/pedestrian amenities between
Littleton/Englewood and the Tech Center
I would love to see a two lane turn on Belview eastbound to the I-25 southbound onramp. The right lane is the only turn lane to I-25
south and it backs up almost a half mile during rush hour. The middle lane is mostly empty and can be used as a second turn lane to
the southbound I-25 onramp. Please make this happen!!!!!!!!!
The traffic lights on Belleview from Holly Street to Yosemite need to be better coordinated.
The area around I-25 is miserable. Pre-pandemic, rush hour traffic badly backed up on northbound Quebec as commuters tried to get
to the highway. With the Landmark there and more people and businesses moving into Belleview Station, this whole area will become
more and more crowded and unmanageable every afternoon.
I'm not sure what the specific needs or solutions would be, but I live near the intersection of Belleview and Monaco, and have
witnessed at least 4 or 5 serious accidents take place around that intersection.

Belleview needs lane widths reduced. Despite posted speeds of 30-40mph, the lane widths encourage drivers to speed well past those
limits on many segments. All slip lanes should be removed from intersections to increase safety for walking and biking road users.
Instead of slip-lanes (which favor driver speed and traffic volume), these same corners should be given sidewalk bulbs to increase
daylighting of walking/rolling people (and shorten crossing times for walking people). The crossing timing at crosswalks should be
increased for people on foot or bike, particularly at Windemere, Broadway, and University. Remove the center turn lanes and narrow
the road way to add protected bike lanes from Federal to University.
Synchronize traffic lights to better allow traffic flow and provide gaps for traffic insertion from side streets
Missing sidewalk sections, many sidewalks are too narrow and there are segments that need repair. The north side of the road,
from Santa Fe Dr. to Federal is in need of a complete rebuild. The crown of the road is actually dangerous, particularly in bad
weather.

Please select your two (2) highest priority mobility improvements for
Bowles Avenue/Littleton Boulevard.
Please share your ideas about specific needs and opportunities for the corridor:
Federal and Bowles intersection was just redone - but still not safe at all. Would like an arrow for cars turning
west on Bowles to show when safe. Please put red/green arrow for cars making right (west) turn at this
intersection.
To relieve congestion, build a new crossing of the South Platte River. Perhaps improve Chenango Ave to
Federal over a new bridge. The amount of traffic on Littleton Blvd/Bowles Ave is dangerous to pedestrians and
cyclists. Crossing lights for pedestrians do not guarantee that traffic comes to a stop. It is tremendously
frustrating for both drivers and pedestrians/cyclists. Speeds on Littleton Blvd exceed posted limits especially
between Prince and Windermere intersections.
It is ridiculous that as Arapahoe and Belleview become more congested, Orchard appears to be off limits as an
E/W corridor.
Sheridan to Platte Canyon is a death wish for cyclists currently and it needs a path as it is the only direct way to
get through that area due to all of the gated communities and high fences.
Need to separate pedestrian access from the roadway. The sidewalks cannot be direct adjacent to the traffic
lanes.
Santa Fe/Littleton Blvd intersection is a disaster -need bike path/bike lane along Bowles/Little blvd
The intersection at federal has been greatly enhanced. The intersection of Platte Canyon is a disaster . I’m not
sure how to improve it, but it desperately needs help. The hill eastbound approaching Platte Canyon is very
steep, but I’m not sure anything can be done with it.
Bicycle and Pedestrian amenities are lacking west of Federal.
Sidewalks on the north side of Bowles. Improved bicycle access across littleton and bowles.
A dedicated bicycle lane is needed - leaving the sidewalks for pedestrians. The bike lane continues through Main
St. to the Mary Carter Parkway. Let's get creative about this! Main St. can have a bike and pedestrian lane by
eliminated the parking spaces. Think big for bikes.
Better and safer walking paths down Bowles from Sheridan to Santa Fe. Extend another road to take pressure
off of Bowles traffic due to volume of traffic and new construction of large apartment complex now in works on
Bowles ave.

There are segments of Bowles that lack sidewalks of any kind. This is not only an ADA violation, it's an affront
to all the residents who live along this corridor. Worse, Bowles is a key east-west route that is topographically
level (i.e., elevation changes are not large) - yet it is completely unsafe for bike riders. There are no facilities
along Bowles for bike riders once you go a few blocks west of the Platte River (itself a major bike corridor).
Arapahoe's longterm transportation plan calls for an emphasis in multimodal street design. Bowles is crying
out for such improvements. The irony is the 2040 "forecasts" citing a prediction of increased traffic volumes. If
the county continues to consider vehicular improvements at the expense of bike/walk/transit enhancements,
then yes we'll see even more cars on roads like Bowles. But the 2040 forecasts can and should be reduced by
IMPROVING the bike/walk/transit options along roads like Bowles. If the county continues to consider things like
"road widening," slip lanes, center turn lanes, 4 way signalized left turn pockets (all which favor car drivers ONLY)
as "enhancements" then the county will push these roads into the 2040 traffic volume forecasts. But the point
of the Transportation Plan is for the county to enhance other modes -- and those 2040 volume forecasts are

The street needs roadway maintenance, particularly from Santa Fe to Sheridan
An expressway along the river north past Bellview

Please select your two (2) highest priority mobility improvements for Broadway.
Please share your ideas about specific needs and opportunities for the corridor:
Signalized ped crossings at Highline Canal crossings, more ped crossings like in downtown englewood. wider, better lit
sidewalks.
Pedestrian crossings are unsafeI'd like to see Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) and better crosswalks explored on Broadway. Bike improvements should happen
adjacent to Broadway to keep the bikes off broadway (not competing for space and safer for everyone), but nearby to visit
the destinations on broadway.
The area between Belleview and Orchard is overly congested because traffic signals are not coordinated properly. It is
common for motorists on Broadway to get consecutive red lights at Orchard, Littleton Blvd, Powers, car dealerships, and
Belleview.
people should move to a state other than COLORADO
The Littleton Council recently approved an $800,000 Broadway Corridor Study for 2023. Long stretches of Broadway in north
Littleton are also in current ULUC discussions for possible rezoning which will likely include higher residential densities and
populations. The new, somewhat poorly-vetted Littleton TMP prematurely shows all of Broadway as intended for
"Commercial Corridor" even though both the historical- and planned- uses for Broadway near Littleton Blvd can be more
accurately described as "Mixed-use Corridor" (like Littleton Blvd) and therefore should better serve bikes and pedestrians
rather than high-speed commuters.

Broadway and mineral (and just north of there) need significant bike improvement. Mineral to c470 needs to be
made into a bike safe connection linking the c470 trail to the highline etc.
Broadway Narrows from 3 to 2 lanes south of Littleton Boulevard. That road needs an extra lane past Orchard
Road
There are constantly potholes on Broadway, and sometimes the length of the traffic lights does not seem to
compensate for the amount of cars waiting to go through the intersection.
Broadway needs to be narrowed to reduce overall vehicular speeds. Slip lanes at crossings need to be removed so
that walking and biking people are safer when using the street. The long stretches of center turn lanes should be
removed and that road width reclaimed for protect bike lanes and/or bus-only transit lanes. The scale of the road
is just too big. It should have the same quality as segments of University Ave in the northern section: Human
scaled, abundant crossings for pedestrians, and a thriving commercial mix that results from scaling the roadway
DOWN. The lane widths on the good portions of University Ave are 2-4 feet narrower than the lane widths on
Broadway. This results in higher vehicle speeds (less safety), greater noise, and a less pleasant experience for
anyone living just off the Broadway corridor. And this corridor is closely bounded by residential communities.
Broadway needs a road diet so badly.
Speed limit through old town Englewood creates traffic congestion and is too slow for current traffic needs
There are sidewalk sections that are missing, too narrow or in need of repairs. There are missing segments on
the west side of Broadway, from Rafferty Gardens Ave. to Powers Ave. the sidewalk on the west side of
Broadway, from Ida Ave. to Arapahoe Rd. is far too narrow, with some sections needing repair. On the east side
of this major arterial street, the sidewalk is too narrow, particularly adjacent to residential areas, (south of
Arapahoe Rd.).

Please select your two (2) highest priority mobility improvements for
Buckley Road/Airport Boulevard.
Please share your ideas about specific needs and opportunities for the corridor:
Why in gods name do we have 4 lights in a one mile area? I understand why the Ohio light but this is just going to wreak
havoc on traffic.

Timing of lights to keep traffic flowing.
Between Iliff and Quincy folks turning off of side roads onto Buckley often do not have visibility to oncoming
traffic due to limited distance visibility by private home fences.
Time to become a nice 3 lane thorough fare on the southern half, improve turn lanes to help with increased
traffic (now and into future), sychonize traffic light timing, and instead of increasing anything beyond the current
sidewalks, instead build up parallel roads / paths 1/2 mile to east and west to be the pedestrian / bicycle
corridors,
Do not put a buffered bike lane on Buckley Road. It needs to be widened not shrunk. I don't see how it's
possible to widen the road other than taking out all the trees running down the center but the road needs to be
widened.
Someone needs to do something about speed limits on so many roads. Buckley, Chambers, Iliff - all speedways.
Please make sure the bicycle paths go thru neighborhoods and are not next to the street . Having bike lanes
next to a street is dangerous and all but eliminates younger kids being able to use them.
Take out the medians and open up more lanes of traffic
Fix the timing of stop lights!
Too many signals on this corridor and there are an insufficient number of through lanes. Need right turn lane
for North bound Buckley turning onto East bound Hampden.

Please select your two (2) highest priority mobility improvements for Colfax Avenue.
Please share your ideas about specific needs and opportunities for the corridor:
Improvement of signal timing immediately around I-225 would likely help traffic flow. There is not enough throughput
from Colfax WB to Peoria SB and Colfax EB to I-225 NB in the evenings causing blockage and congestion at these junctions.
Also, improvements to pedestrian access across I-225 could be made for safety since peds must cross highway ramps .
Colfax basically symbolizes everything wrong with suburbanization. It could/should basically be a 16th st through the
entirety of Denver. Instead it's basically a run down, unsafe, strip mall of copy-pasted corporate establishments.
Consider connecting the the East Colfax BRT at Yosemite . .. Colfax, like Federal and other arterial roads see more
pedestrian deaths than others. Improving pedestrian and transit improvements will make it safer for vulnerable users.
One subway line connecting everything along Colfax . As it stands, all rails lines run generally north/south. Need something
that runs east/west and Colfax is logical, connecting the hospitals to Yosemite, Colorado, University, Broadway, Downtown,
Union Station, Mile High, and through Jeffco.
East of I-225 - would like to see general improvements for increased cycling/pedestrian activity. Has the potential be a
really livable semi-urban core.
Remove all slip lanes. Remove all pedestrian "beg buttons" and implement walk signals that are timed exactly with the
vehicle signal (not shorter), add leading pedestrian intervals (LPI) on all major crossings , add continental striping at all
crosswalks, quadruple the amount of bulb-out sidewalks , and add a bus only lane in each direction. Otherwise Arapahoe
counties emphasis on improved multimodal transportation is merely doublespeak. Colfax Ave, especially, needs to become a
true multimodal corridor. NO ENHANCEMENTS should be made that increase road width , increase vehicle speeds, or
increase vehicular volume. The opposite should be done to bring some balance to this vital community corridor.
At Colfax and Powhatan there are lots of accidents. Needs to have a four way stop.
Need a four way stop at Powhaton and Colfax. Very poor visability. Numerous accidents at this intersection.

Please select your two (2) highest priority mobility improvements for E-470.
Please share your ideas about specific needs and opportunities for the corridor:
Make it more economical to use. This company gouges you with high tolls. Cut the price in half and you can fix most of the bottle necks on
all the other highways.
Expand the bridge over E470 on Gartrell to acommodate more traffic and add traffic lights. It is difficult to make left turns exiting E470
from either direction and traffic has significantly increased in the area.
Oppressive police enforcement of speed on E-470 makes traffic more dangerous, not less; enforcement should focus on left-lane violations.

What is the current status of the "High Plains Trail?" For cyclists - Gun Club was the only relatively safe North/South road from
the Southlands Mall area. However, with the residential expansion and growth - there are more drivers, creating more potential
pain points for vulnerable users. With the off-street option, cyclists are forced onto roads with many impatient or distracted
drivers in big trucks and SUVs. Sometimes, freight vehicles also seem to use Gun Club - perhaps to avoid tolls?
E-470 should either NOT be a toll road (as it was never originally set to be a toll indefinitely, or they should lower the rates. Also,
light rail should run on the east side of town, in Aurora, along side E-470.
Please finish the connector for the High Plains Trail to the Cherry Creek Trail
Should lower their toll fees! Highway robbery!!! They should be ashamed of themselves!
A myriad of traffic issues county-wide would go away if you took away the tolls from this road!!! Toll revenue would be replaced
by less administrative cost and less cost needed in widening/building other nearby roads, as traffic on nearby roads would be
greatly mitigated by making E470 free.
Build an on/off ramp to E470 at Hampden. I believe this will alleviate the heavy truck traffic on Hampden and also Gunclub road
trying to access the landfill.
East Denver/Aurora needs an alternative to the E470 as the tollway is extremely expensive. The tollway would be much better if
there was an inexpensive unlimited plan, for example, you pay $40 a month and you can use the tollway all you want.
Substantially lower or remove tolls. People avoid using this toll road, causing traffic congestion on Pena Blvd, Gun Club road,
225, and Arapahoe Rd. The toll road is underutilized, while millions are being and proposed to be spent on congested roads. If
toll road is free people would use it, improving congestion on other roads. That's why we originally voted for e470. Unintended
consequence was the toll is too high and people choose not to take it.
Lower the toll between Jordan and I25
Complete the e470 trail from Ireland to Parker Rd
It’d be nice if the tolls were cheaper. More lights along the freeway as well as upgraded roads.

Please select your two (2) highest priority mobility improvements for
Gun Club Road/Aurora Parkway.
Please share your ideas about specific needs and opportunities for the corridor:
Gun club is in desperate need of widening, or E470 should waive tolls for the 80018 zip code at the one toll station between Parker
and 6th Ave.
The intersection at Quincy and Gun Club is a nightmare now. I understand it is not in its final form but the current state is extremely
confusing and the big curve seems very dangerous. Lack of road improvements north of Quincy mean it is always congested. Please
fish or cut bait with this road - either get improved or close it and route all traffic onto E470.
Gun club and Aurora Parkway need to be widen to two or three lanes going both ways
Put in at least a 4 lane road with a shoulder. No one wants to use e470 because it’s to expensive. Make more user friendly on and
off to get on gun club
There needs to be a left turn arrow for the traffic coming west bound on Quincy and needing to go south bound on Gun Club. During
heavy traffic times it is impossible to make a left turn there resulting in increased traffic going through the Tollgate Crossing
neighborhood.
Gun club should be widened to 4 lanes, 2 in each direction. Also the I-70, gun club, e470 intersection should be upgraded to
remove the traffic lights with flyovers and ramps to improve flow
Aurora parkway extension to Parker road
Widen Gun Club from Southlands Mall to I-70 for people who can't afford 470.
Gun Club should be a minimum of 2 lanes in each direction from Jewell to start of Aurora Parkway, ideally from I-70 all the way
down to Southlands.

While I love the speed limit being higher, the narrow road, constant construction, and poor condition of the road make it unsafe with
general traffic; people just don’t drive that wisely these days! There’s significant dips and such along the roadway just past
Southlands, heading north. Additionally, the wear and tear leaves some rough areas that can result in startling bumps and/or
potholes whether northbound or southbound. The road needs to be widened and the sections between Quincy and just passed
Southlands should be replaced and possibly have the under-road reinforced to prevent the dips and such from reforming.
Speed up Aurora Parkway connection to Parker road and get Douglas County Pine Drive connection to Aurora Parkway. This would
get a lot of traffic off Gartrell and Inspiration. Expand Gunclub to four lane.

A major section of Gun Club roads needs to be widened to accomodate the current level of use, and plan for continued increases. The
current work at the Quincy intersection is NOT improving the traffic situation for residents who drive that road daily in both
directions. It seems clear that the design of the new intersection at Quincy was made to force more people onto E470. The major
problems that existed pre-construction still exist and will continue even when the project is complete. The adjacency of the new
onramp on Gun Club to the Quincy intersection is UNSAFE. The unmarked lanes northbound at the intersection are also UNSAFE. 2
lanes were created for turning left onto Quincy from N bound Gun club, but then the onramp to E470S was moved onto Gun Club
road. The 2 Left hand turn lanes are now way more than are neeed, but traffic moving straight north bound and southbound on Gun
Club are even more backed up than before. Driving south bound on Gun Club during evening rush hour traffic is nearly impossible.
The new intersection has backed that up way worse than it ever was before. The entire section of Gun Club needs to be WIDENED
to accommodate the amount of traffic. The fact that this hasnt been addressed yet is pitiful. With all the housing that has been
added to the area over the past 5 years, and continues to be added, the traffic continues to get worse without being addressed.
Forcing people to pay the toll road is NOT a viable option to avoid widening the MAIN arterial road in that area. There is high
useage of Gun Club for individuals who work on and around Buckley AFB. This will continue to increase over time, along with the
housing around Gun Club/Quincy/Hampden.
Please widen gun club from quincy to 70.much needed.
Widening the road, adding sidewalks is a high priority to solve both congestion and safety.

The new intersection on SB Gun Club at Quincy is begging for an accident. There needs to be a light, not a merge lane where you
can't see the traffic for the signs. Also need to mark the sign on NB Gun Club showing 4 lanes at intersection until 4tg lane available.

Please help the thousands of drivers trying to use Gun Club Road. We cannot afford the Toll Road!!!!!
An RTD light rail from Southlands Mall would be very useful
Since there are no longer prohibitions against competing routes parallel to F-470, get building and make this a major corridor
connecting new communities north of E-470 to the Parker area.
Gun Club needs to be widened all the way North!
Gun Club needs to be widened from 6th Avenue Parkway to Quincy. Each direction should have two lanes and left turn lanes
Northbound at major intersections and right turn lanes Southbound at major intersections. Shoulders need to be added and the
road needs to be maintained. This will improve congestion and safety. Additionally, there should be public transportation in the
same corridor. There is heavy development continuing near Gun Club and 6th Avenue Parkway. Problems will only get worse if no
improvements are made.
At Gartrell & E470 need wider bridge to accommodate another lane with sidewalk for pedestrians
The improvements get bottlenecked when the intersections go down to two lanes
If it continues to be a major arterial, then it should be widened out so lanes do not expand and then narrow to single lanes. Is there
a way to subsidize E 470 so the parallel street is not so congested? These are neighborhoods not highway thoroughfares.
This area is overdue for major upgrade

E470 toll has already been paid off for the company, we should be able to widen Gun Club Rd now till I-70. Trucks occupying a
single lane can really slow down the traffic. Sometimes a slow car on 55 speed limit can also create a traffic congestion.

This will become a "MAJOR" corridor as city moves east. Road should be 4 lanes asap. Money is cheap. Do bonds now.
It would help if we had an hourly shuttlebus from Cross Creek & Murphy Creek to Southlands. this would take some of the traffic off
Gun Club Rd. The schools could be used as a pickup/dropoff points.
Please get the traffic lights sync'd up!!! There is technology out there to help improve the lights. The timing is seriously off. It
causes delays in commute time, significant wear and tear on cars (brakes) and gas consumption.
As mentioned by others, road needs to be widened to handle traffic. Many intersections are unsafe or difficult to turn off/onto Gun
Club. Additional turn lanes, barriers, etc may help.
Widening GunClub road to 6 lanes from Jewell to Aurora Parkway. Way too much traffic. With the major housing construction in this
area, road accommodations need to be addressed. Also, with the heavy truck traffic going to and from the landfill , poses additional
safety risks without the additional lanes. Adding sidewalks would also be beneficial.
The growth around Gun Club road between Smokey Hill Rd and I-70 has increased significantly over the years, and Gun Club remains a
two-lane road. This should be the most important project to complete in Arapahoe County. Widen the road!

Very much need 4-6 lanes from Quincy south to Smoky Hill

Making Gun Club wider with as few a traffic lights as possible would great improve things as the ONLY freeway on the east side of
Denver/Aurora is a very expensive tollway.

There are many existing pedestrian and cyclist paths that don’t lead anywhere, such as the residential paths that follow alongside
gun club but don’t fully reach southlands mall. Also safety improvements would be great, many pedestrian tunnels don’t have lights
or are flooded, making them feel pretty unsafe, and lots of paths are far too close to major roads to be comfortable.

This is the only throughway for everyone east of Buckley Air Force base that doesn’t involve a toll. One lane in each direction with no
shoulder (is not sufficient), no place to detour during an accident. Doesn’t allow for any commercial development, no food, no gas.
No bus, no sidewalks. Zoning is allowing for progressively more housing units with no development to account for our super high and
increasing property taxes. The new intersection at Quincy improves traffic on Quincy while worsening traffic on Gun club. Who ever
heard of an 8 lane plus intersection narrowing to one lane each direction after 100 yards?
Again if e470 which runs parallel to Gun Club had no toll or reduced fee, people would use it vs. Gun Club. I frequent gun club to get
to Southlands, like my neighbors we NEVER pay the high tolls. Yet we see a million dollar interchange on Quincy, waisting our tax
money.
for those who do not take E470 - we need better, wider road (Gun Club) to get to and from work, to and from I 70 to south and east
Aurora. Let's just commit to getting this section of the road way available for more and faster traffic!! Let's Start Now!!!
Gun Club Road needs a major overhaul. With the planned buildout of single family homes out east this is going to become a
nightmare very soon. It needs widening. It needs longer better turn lanes. The traffic lights need better timing.

I live north of Southlands Mall in Tollgate Crossing off of Gunclub. We really need a sidewalk along Gunclub to walk south to get to
the mall and other areas. There is a gap of about 1/2 mi from my neighborhood and Sorrel Ranch without any type of pedestrian
access. A sidewalk going all the way north to Quincy with bike access would be optimal. Also, we have no RTD access in this area.
The closest would be Southlands Mall. Getting around SE suburban areas via public transportation is difficult if not impossible.
Please consider expanding the accessibility of public transit. Thank You !
The time has finally come to extend Aurora Parkway to the north and to the south. It seems silly to have a multi-lane divided
parkway that is so terribly limited in scope as it is now - - given all the heavy traffic generate by new developments.
Walkways needed separate from road. Also need to connect this area to downtown and south I-25 with high speed transit options.
Currently no bus service BUT need better options than bus.

Please select your two (2) highest priority mobility improvements for Hampden Avenue.
Please share your ideas about specific needs and opportunities for the corridor:
Move to a state other than Colorado
Inconsistent speed limits and poorly timed traffic signals seem to be a large part of the issue of congestion. Because
Hampden is one of the most viable routes between I-25 and Santa Fe, it should be given priority at traffic signals . I've
noticed on many evenings that traffic backs up extensively at University and Colorado intersections of Hampden while no
traffic is crossing on those roads --this is wasted signal time. Also, a steady 40-45 MPH speed limit all the way down
Hampden would make for better traffic flow considering that traffic is usually exceeding the speed limit (congestion
permitting), and the Broadway junction needs reconfiguring . The addition of new traffic signals from Hampden/285 W to
Santa Fe south does not seem to have improved safety. The condition of the road surface on Hampden west of University
could use major improvements as well, such as repairing or repaving.
Needs to have path under santa fe for sure. Needs to have better flow through downtown Englewood.
BRT lines from Santa Fe to Colorado. Peak hour traffic is heavily congested.
The duration of the E/W green lights at intersections such as University and Colorado should be reduced. With the current
lengthy greens, the "platoon" that begins travel at each light cycle expands to fill much of the available space, making it very
difficult for cars to turn onto Hampden from lesser side streets.
Traffic needs to be diverted to Evans, Bellview etc. Those roads should be improved to handle more traffic
Congested but at least the speeds are low due to congestion and in contrast to high speeds on Belleview.
The roads are very chopping, it has huge pot holes that keep getting "temporary fixed" between storms which works its way
out and becomes a bigger pot hole. The congestion in the afternoon from Hampden Ave at Santa Fe when it goes from
three lanes to two lanes it the problem .
Complete the sidewalks from Clarkson to Dahlia
The Broadway underpass is narrow and low visibility for Hampden.
What about the part of Hampden that is in Aurora - Parker Road & East?
There few East to West highways connecting East to West for South denver and South Aurora. Either deal with heavy I25 to
get to 6th Ave, or 470. Hampton is the best way across, but traffic can be heavy during rush hour between Colorado Blvd
and Santa fe. Be nice to build over or under passes to remove stop lights.
Since this and 6th Avenue are the main East-West cross-town arterial routes, Hampden needs to be made limited access,
especially through Englewood where there is too much congestion from shopping ingress/egress. There are also long
backups from the intersections at Colorado Blvd and University Blvd, and perhaps should be made a different grade
thorough route with cloverleaf interchanges.

Please select your two (2) highest priority mobility improvements for I-25.
Please share your ideas about specific needs and opportunities for the corridor:
It would be great if I-25 could have a lightrail or train/subway going from Fort Collins all the way down to Colorado Springs,
going through Denver. I know its a big project, but there are so many commuters that drive to Denver every day using I-25, a
passenger railway would take a lot of people off of the highway and drastically improve traffic, safety, and air pollution.
Having multiple rails (fast and slow) would be best so that passengers don’t have to stop at every stop if they are commuting
a long way, but there are still several stops so that the rail is accessible at every city near the railway (Colorado Springs, Castle
Rock, Thornton, Longmont, Fort Collins, and others). Passengers could jump on the slow train that stops by their City, and
then jump on the fast train at the next available stop to be able to get to Denver (or other major cities) faster.
I-25 is a large barrier that splits the DTC area into two, making it less practical for pedestrians and bicyclists to cross it. Some
of the traffic congestion in the area could be alleviated if it was easier for people to cross I-25 without having to travel out
of their way. Similarly, some vehicle traffic could be taken off of a major routes such as Arapahoe, Orchard and Belleview if
there were more surface streets that crossed I-25 in the DTC area. Transit will play an important role in reducing congestion
on I-25, but only if RTD and other stakeholders can improve connections between RTD stations and nearby destinations.
Again, some of this could be addressed by putting more overpasses across I-25. Another possibility would be frequent shuttle
service around the DTC area during office hours.

Please select your two (2) highest priority mobility improvements for I-70.
Please share your ideas about specific needs and opportunities for the corridor:
If building keeps up at the pace it is going, there won't be enough roads for everyone to get back and forth. Is there any kind
of moratorium planned, especially since we are so low on water, or is making money more important than the safety and
wellbeing of the people already here?
Would love a light rail option
Stop lights at some exits. Maintenance on some of the frontage roads/exits.
What about the rest of I-70 going West? It's still a mess. When will the added lanes be finished?
We need to upgrade rural roads and provide new connections east of 470. Many exits need to be updated with signals.
There are several accidents occuring at the Airpark road exit due to congestion and not signal. This is also occurring at
Powhaton and the service road.
Clean debris on the road. I have had multiple instances where rock or debris cracks my windshield.

Please select your two (2) highest priority mobility improvements for I-225.
Please share your ideas about specific needs and opportunities for the corridor:
225 exits to Parker Road are way over capacity and back up on to freeway. At Sunrise and Sunset visibility is next to
nothing at the same intersection Southbound 225 still does not provide adequate capacity to merge onto SB I-25
Most of the recent I-225 improvements have been positive (e.g., adding lanes to Parker Road ramps; making the lane
from 17th to NB a through lane to I-70 EB/Chambers/Pena; resurfacing a year or two ago) . The new ramp configuration
from I-225 SB to I-25 NB/SB with the split middle lane is a disaster and was absolutely the wrong solution. In addition,
ramp meters *do not belong* on ramps from highway to highway. This may be out of scope of this survey, however. The
consistent 65 MPH speed limit is a plus; however, the oppressive enforcement of same by CSP causes traffic flow issues
because the left-lane law is frequently neither observed nor enforced.

This pertains to the exit from Northbound I-225 to Parker Road. While it is lovely to have two exit lanes, widening to three
lanes, then widening to three lanes in each direction, this results in drivers making lane changes at the last possible moment,
zig-zagging in front of other cars. Please define which lanes can go where on the pavement long before they divide .
Bottleneck south of Yosemite is ridiculous. Widen asap.
You already know that at some point the exit onto I-25 northbound needs to be addressed and with the construction
recently I assume that it is.
I-225 is awful during rush hours. Approaching Colfax from I-70 going South is crazy as is Parker Road to I-25. Why was it
designed so that 4 lanes have to merge into 1 right at SB Parker Road intersection ? That doesn't make any sense. It's better
going north near Parker Road but still always super busy.

Please select your two (2) highest priority mobility improvements for Iliff/Jewel Avenue.
Please share your ideas about specific needs and opportunities for the corridor:
Iliff west of Parker Road is generally in good condition and conducive to traffic flow. Iliff east of Parker Road is a potholed
disaster that needs some attention--first, road repairs. Then, wider lanes would also help since it feels like the lanes were
crammed into a too-small space.
I had heard some years ago that Iliff Avenue would be widened so that there would be 3 through lanes in each direction
between Quebec Street and Parker Road, and include some improvements to sidewalks, pedestrian crossings and
pavement quality (it is presently very rough). I thought that this was going to have been completed about two years ago. But
nothing has been done.
Need a sidewalk along Jewell east from Dunkirk to Harvest. Also give the Pronghorn Antelopes a way to cross over E470 at
Jewell.
There is a distinct need for a way for wildlife, specifically Pronghorn, to move between the east and the west side of the E470 highway. Jewell Ave. is the logical location given the fact that large herds of Pronghorn spend time on the Plains
Conservation Center and the surrounding agricultural lands. Collisions with wildlife are a serious concern and this should be a
high priority for Arapahoe County and an opportunity to be a forward-thinking proactive community. This is the highest
priority project in my opinion.
Find means of keeping up with the growth in traffic, not expecting more than 3 lanes each way, but better turn offs, light
synchronization, reducing the clutter at the I-225 area. Press Denver to maintain the area west of the Arapahoe boundary
(Arapahoe side pretty good, Denver to I-25 = Shoddy) Perhaps a street 1 block to north and parellel should be looked at for
improvements for Bicycle / Pedestrian access, leave the arterial clutter free (Since we are on a 1 mile grid perhaps keep the
current 1 mile points designed for vehicular traffic, and then beef up the 1/2 mile between points as pedestrian, bicycle,
scooter corridors?)
This road is so congested that again having bike lanes is ludicrous. This road needs to be widened. Taking out the median
with all the trees would be a start but it may have to go further than that to ease traffic congestion.
Another speedway, especially between I-225 and Tower Road. The sidewalk on the south side of Iliff between Dillon and
Chambers in the winter is totally unwalkable after it freezes.
Please stop the street racing late at night. This is a safety concern for other drivers.
Denver and Arapahoe Counties need to improve Iliff and Evans east of Colorado Blvd
I would put money in 6th Ave corridor to Watkins Road and Quincy Ave corridor to Watkins Road. Iliff and Jewell Ave as
secondary road.
Intersections for bicyclist are always a hazard. When stopping for a light etc. people making right hand turns very seldom
see, or if they do care, the cyclist is there. Right hand turns on red lights, on bike designated roads, should not be allowed,
and before the signal turns green for right hand turns, a light showing bikes to proceed should come on first allowing the
cyclist to proceed without worry the right hand turning vehicle proceeding first and endangering the cyclist. Additionally,
right hand turn lanes and through lanes should have a designated bike lane separating them, on bike streets. [Several cities
up north have these in some intersections and they work great.]
Adding/improving bike lanes & adding mass transit options, like buses/trolleys

Please select your two (2) highest priority mobility improvements for Mineral Avenue.
Please share your ideas about specific needs and opportunities for the corridor:
There are also maintenance issues in the area between Platte Canyon and Polo Ridge.

Currently, the most direct bike route along this corridor is to share the sidewalk with pedestrians. With the
increasing popularity of ebikes, there needs to be a more-dedicated route for bikes, to encourage more ebike
use (for commuters), to minimize conflicts with pedestrians.
Extreme traffic at Santa Fe and mineral. If any development is done in this area, traffic will only get worse . A
long term solution is needed.
I favor a SPUI at Santa Fe and Mineral.
Scheduled development at the Mineral-Santa Fe intersection shall make this area a traffic horror up from the
nightmare it already is. Costs associated with traffic upgrades, safety and maintenance of the road surfaces
should be placed directly on the shoulders of the developers in the area. Rather than residences and rental
apartments, the county should insist on business development.
If workers return to the telephone center, formerly Century Link, then traffic must be rerouted to alleviate
congestion.

Remove the bike lanes. They are hardly ever used and take up road space.
Crossing of highline canal needs a faster crossing light.
Remove the flashing pedestrian light at polo reserve and put in a new street light as it was before. I
live near there and have seen many near misses where traffic does not stop for the flashing pedestrian
light. Frightening. That is the only area to cross Mineral safely to connect to the sidewalk and go to
Aspen Grove and Light Rail. Need at least one place for people to cross safely. Also need to consider
future development at the corner of Santa Fe and Mineral and how that will be accessed. That area is
completely congested at high traffic hours already.

Grade separation at mineral and Santa Fe

Need to redo the intersection at Santa Fe
Better signage along mineral shared use path connecting to mary carter greenway. Better
connectivity for bicyclists and pedestrians east of sante fe.

RTD cancelled the 401 bus route, so there is no way to get to the light rail on Mineral Avenue from
Broadway except to drive. RTD needs to either reinstate the 401 route again, or provide call-n-ride
service along Mineral Avenue to the Mineral Light Rail Station.
Intersection of Santa Fe and Mineral must be improved at all costs for safety.
Mineral in all directions is too wide and too oriented towards vehicle users -- at the expense of all
other transportation modes. Arapahoe county needs to make more commitment to 'complete streets'
design which makes corridors like Mineral Ave more accessible and less dangerous (and more used) by
all kinds of users, not simply vehicular traffic.
Just maintain the existing roadway surface. Expand to 3 lanes in each direction, Jackass Hill
Rd,/Long Ave. to South Platte Parkway, west of Santa Fe. Most days of the week, the east/west
traffic flow is acceptable.
Possibly 1 or2 pedestrian/bicycle bridges from south side to north side of Mineral. A circulator bus
that runs regularly along Mineral.
Most of the time this road works well. Rush hour at Sante Fe is bad. Maybe an overpass or an
expressway along the river North past Bellview and South past C470.

Please select your two (2) highest priority mobility improvements for
Mineral Avenue, Dry Creek, Easter, Broncos Parkway.
Please share your ideas about specific needs and opportunities for the corridor:
Congestion: Need smart traffic lights at Holly and Dry Creek - often long waits at stop light when there is no cross traffic in sight.
Transit: no bus service along Dry Creek at all. Its a natural corridor to shopping on University Blvd for those around Holly.
Congestion from I-25 West to Broadway is very bad during peak travel times. The intersection of Dry Creek & Colo Blvd. is
particularly bad. It needs to be widened & have double turn lanes where possible. Colo. Blvd. from Dry Creek to County Line needs
to be expanded to 4 lanes. My neighbors & I have a great deal of difficulty entering & exiting our community safely.
I fully support improving the continuity of this route as this becomes a traffic nightmare with people trying to maneuver into the
correct turn lanes. Considering that there is still some undeveloped land on the east side of this corridor, this should be a priority for
the county. Given the existing recreational and bike trails in this area, any improvements made to this route should include
expanding bicycle and pedestrian access.
Pedestrian: have you ever tried to cross Bronco's at Blackhawk to use the awesome park on the south side? Bicycle: The minimal
amount of bike lane on Bronco's is mostly an insult. If you are going to have 45mph speed limits, there need to be more s afety
improvements for pedestrians, cyclists, and people using adjacent parks/green space.
Colorado blvd. from county line north needs major improvements
This is a major rd. Lots of traffic. That is a reality. But west of i-25 this is turning into a speedway where trying to exit from
neighborhoods is dangerous. I get that this can back up at rush hour but there are now people going 60 trying to make lights. To get
out of neighborhoods at a light can be forever when no traffic, to the point that people have started avoiding those lights where
they can and risking t-bone collisions a side street down. How about left turn only at certain lights? How about making those
lights activate more often? Limit right turns at lights to greens at rush hour? again with reasonable waits.
There needs to be East/West transit service along the Dry Creek corridor . As it stands, the Dry Creek station light rail stop only works
one way (people traveling from the station to other points). It does not work as a destination because there is nothing that connects
from there. There should be a bus line traveling between Dry Creek and Mineral stations to connect those services with
destinations along the route. The old 77/78 lines did this, but were cancelled.
Please remove the island that is between Dry Creek Rd and Mineral Av. The island is at the east tip of Littleton Village and where
Littleton becomes Cenntenial. This is confusing to every new driver and is a safety hazard.
The proposed sidepath from Havana to Parker would be very welcome.
Please make this route more efficient, involving fewer/smoother red lights and turns, though I understand that the Centennial
Airport is a limitation. Also ensure that all car improvements in this corridor include bicycle-specific improvements, because this is
the only east/west alternative to Arapaho, which is extremely dangerous to bike on.
Protected bike lanes, more road signage alerting motorists of cyclist and to raise awareness of bike laws (3-foot minimum when
passing bicyclists)
Traveling east on Dry Creek in the late afternoon, I have trouble at times seeing if the traffic light is red, yellow, or green. Do they
make traffic lights that are easier to see when the sun is setting or hitting them?
There is no public transportation at all on Dry Creek Road. This is urgently needed maybe just to feed the dry creek rail station.
Dry Creek road heading East at I-25. The left through lane gets backed up causing drivers to go to the center lane, then cut into
traffic. This causes accidents that anger drivers who have waited patiently to get through. An accident just backs everything up. They
need to extend the left turn lane considerably longer..
Safety! There is no safe way for a bike to go; they must meander through the neighborhoods. What regional trail underpasses?!
Some sort of bus transportation, even if only during rush hours.Speed limit enforcement. Children cross this street for school!

Please select your two (2) highest priority mobility improvements for Mississippi Avenue.
Please share your ideas about specific needs and opportunities for the corridor:
Continue Mississippi avenue West of Parker road to reconnect at Quebec. I believe this might require cooperation with Denver
however.
There have been many witnessed accidents on Mississippi and S. Valentia Street. Would recommend adding a stoplight at Mississippi
and S. Willow Street as traffic is busy and left turns are nearly impossible in traffic. (Westbound on Mississippi)
Salida/rifle crossing Mississippi provides no Safeway for the kids to get to the elementary school. When approaching Buckley going
east bound, a sign saying the light is red or some kind of warning to drivers would be nice. People fly over that hill at the bowling alley
and are always surprised there are cars on the other side stopped.
The current speed limit on Mississippi -Chambers through Buckley is 45 miles per hour. This is too fast. I'm a pedestrian and I cross
Mississippi on Idalia St. It is impossible! I have almost been hit by cars numerous times. We also have toll gate trail and at times
people cross over on the street instead if under with the trail. 45 miles per hour is too fast as people never drive 45 it is usually much
faster. Why is the city waiting until someone dies before making these changes? This is also a residential area.
Better traffic signal timing from Parker Road to I-225. I avoid this route both EB/WB because of poor signal timing traffic congestion.
Would like to see the addition of bicycle lanes on Mississippi Avenue. This is a thoroughfare for bicycle riders to the Florida and
Aurora Metro RTD stations. Also there is an abundance of vehicles speeding on Mississippi Ave and would like to see a deterrent put in
place to reduce the occurrence of vehicles speeding.
please put a pedestrian crossing at Miss and Elkhart and Miss and Salem . Many pedestrians try to cross mid-block in these places due
to access to/from shops and schools.

Please select your two (2) highest priority mobility improvements for Parker Road.
Please share your ideas about specific needs and opportunities for the corridor:
Need to connect Aurora parkway to Parker road so south East Aurora residents can have easier access to activities in Parker. No one likes
using E470 because of its charges. Quit forcing us to use it and make us drive on dangerous Inspiration drive
Parker road is FULL of potholes and is dangerous to drive on. Also, the intersection at northbound Parker Rd and I-225 heading north is
incredibly dangerous as people merge from Hampden onto Parker Rd while others are trying to get into the right lane to get onto 225.
There are too many lights along this road that stop traffic needlessly. The entrance to Cherry Creek Res. is only really used during the late
spring, summer, and early fall, and not when the area is closed. Traffic is forced to stop when there is no cross trafic. Also, the stop light at
the farm should be less frequent. Time lights better for flow. The turnoff for Orchard heading north should be extended (would have to
widen bridge)
Bus or light rail terminal at Parker Rd and Arapahoe Rd.
Try to eliminate cross traffic so that non through traffic is making right turns then only going across. Basically as much as possible
eliminate left turns across major traffic. Provide center median u-turn/merge. Keep the main traffic on Parker moving. Traffic lights
clump up the traffic and make the road more dangerous.
If you could scrap Parker Road and start over, that would be the best; aside from the I-225/Parker Road junction which seems fairly
efficient by comparison, Parker Road is a shining example of everything wrong with traffic engineering in Colorado. I nconsistent and toolow speed limits, poorly timed traffic signals , and adding and subtracting through lanes where there should be 3+ consistent through
lanes (from Douglas County to Yale Ave) on both sides for better and safer traffic flow are all major problems. Better signal timing at
Parker/Peoria/I-225 S junction t o improve traffic flow and make pedestrian crossings safer would be a plus. Better signal timing north of
Yale would be great as well. Road maintenance by CDOT on Parker Road north of I-225 could be improved as the surface is generally in
poor condition.
Concrete is disintegrating!
Need light rail to come further SE into Aurora and Centennial
First of all, there's an error on this map. The street labeled as Yale Avenue should be labeled as Florida Avenue. The main improvement I
would like to see is widening between Quincy Avenue and Chambers Road (minimum of three through lanes each direction) plus
removing at-grade intersections at Quincy and Chambers with grade-separated interchanges . In fact, upgrading the entire length between
I-225 and E-470 to freeway would be ideal, but probably way too much to expect, right?
The intersect of Hampden merging on to Parker Rd going north is a nightmare . Traffic speeds are too fast to either merge on to Parker
from Hampden or from Parker to I225. The 3 lane turn from SB Parker onto Quincy is dangerous when cars need to then slow to turn
into the strip mall on the SE corner. Cars are going too fast to get through the light and then slam on brakes for cars turning right.
Since the overpass was built at the Parker and Arapahoe crossing, the vehicles have been speeding more often causing a danger zone at
each of the traffic lights after the overpass. The is a major safety issue that needs to be addressed.
When driving northbound on Parker Road and you need to merge over to the far right to get onto I-225 (continuing going north) it is very
dangerous from oncoming traffic that is coming from Hampden Road getting onto Parker Road. Many of the vehicles need to go to the far
left while Parker Road traffic needs to go to the far right to get to I-225. It can be a safety hazard. Possibly installing traffic control lights
for small amounts of Hampden traffic to be allowed to merge onto Parker Road would be helpful. I especially notice the issue MondayFriday when I am going into the office for work and the time is around 7:30am.
Stop the street racing late at night.
Too many cars use Parker Rd.
The condition of Parker Road south of Arapahoe and the Douglas County line is fair/poor for such a major thoroughfare. Patching of the
existing surface has been done and was never smoothed to match the existing pavement. Basically, the patches are above the general
grade of the road. This is especially in the northbound lanes leading from the county line until close to Arapahoe Road.
Fix the timing of stoplights!!
Better and safer walk ways! STOP drag racing!!! The pot holes and driving pavement is in awful shape.
The state of non-repair of the Arapahoe County portion of Parker road is a joke. Re-pave! The NB interchange from Parker to Arapahoe is
awful. The right lane of Parker can back up for a mile. Ridiculous.

Traffic light timing at Monaco and Oneida needs to be synchronized. Going east, right after the light at Monaco turns green, the light at
Oneida turns red, causing massive backups during peak periods and wastes gas, brakes and adds pollution even late at night when there is
no traffic. Something needs to be done to the light timing at Quebec and Mississippi as during snow, westbound traffic backs up from
Quebec all the way back to Florida by the Walmart and there can be 1/2 hour or more delay there in AM peak period.
Parker Rd scares the stuffing out of me from Iliff and Parker south to, well, as far south as you can go. Driving from Iliff to Quincy on
Parker is terrifying. The pedestrians don't want to walk all the way to a crosswalk to cross Parker , so they play dodge traffic. People also
speed along there terribly. Could flashing speed limit signs be installed maybe, especially from Iliff to Quincy? Better ways for the
pedestrians to cross Parker would be very helpful.
need useful sidewalk from Fair to Orchard; better info on how to cross Parker from Nine Mile (peds cross mid block and wait by barrier!);
need ped cross at Dartmouth
Restore bus service to all of Parker Rd. Bus route #483 through Parker was eliminated during covid cutting off all public transit to and
through the whole town of Parker including medical facilities at Parker Adventist. Please restore bus service to Parker Rd from Arapahoe
crossings to as far south as the Pinery

Please select your two (2) highest priority mobility improvements for
Platte Canyon/Federal Boulevard.
Please share your ideas about specific needs and opportunities for the corridor:
Add right turn lane to Platte canyon at Coal Mine.
Platte Canyon deserves to be two lanes each way. The land is available.
I barely feel safe driving on Federal Blvd. How are pedestrians supposed to feel comfortable accessing businesses along the
route?
Timing on the lights at mineral need work
Due to the multitude of jurisdictions the Federal corridor passes through (including two counties) facilities along this corridor
are highly inconsistent. While travel lanes are fairly consistent, pedestrian, bike and transit facilities vary greatly between
jurisdictions. This is also a prime corridor for transit improvements with an established ridership of the highly-used bus line
along Federal Blvd. and new development coming to the Loretto Heights campus. Additionally, Sheridan recently completed
sidewalk improvements along Federal between Hampden and Oxford, so I am not sure that that should be under "missing
segments." The map does not go north of Hampden, but Sheridan and Arapahoe County are currently working on building
missing sidewalks there as well.
Federal Blvd has one of the worst safety records of any road in the region. Frequent bicycle and pedestrian injuries from
driver collisions. Federal is a good example of a 'stored' -- a street which is too wide, too fast, and scaled ONLY to motor
vehicles. For a commercial corridor, Federal needs to have lanes removed and repurposed for improved walking, bike riding,
and transit users. This would have the double benefit of helping to revitalize the small businesses along this corridor -- which
currently are dying or are anemic because the road itself is just a 'car sewer' and quite dangerous to anyone not speeding
down the overly-wide lanes.
Traffic on Platte Canyon, south to Mineral, can be very busy.
Try to widen Platte Canyon with a dedicated middle left turn lane available the whole way. Also widen at Coal Mine for a
dedicated right turn lane from southbound Platte Canyon. Widen at Mineral and add a double left turn lane or turn the
middle straight lane into an optional straight/turn.

Please select your two (2) highest priority mobility improvements for Quincy Avenue.
Please share your ideas about specific needs and opportunities for the corridor:
I travel on Quincy road from county road 157 in Strasburg as a main corridor to get to Parker. If paving could
occur east of Kiowa Bennet road that would be fantastic! The dirt roads there are always very rutted and get
that way within 1-2 weeks of it being graded. It seems the maintenance for those roads is high and they are still
not in very good condition. Lots of houses going up in those areas too so I'm sure traffic will increase
significantly very soon.
The stop light at Gun Club rd and Quincy westbound does not operate for motorcycles. I have had to wait for
other vehicles to approach behind me or run the red light to get through this intersection while traveling by
motorcycle. Additionaly when turning left (south) from west bound lane, it is difficult to turn without cutting in
off someone turning or trying to proceed straight through the intersection while heading east. Improvements
should include a light with a turn arrow that reacts to vehicles waiting at the light heading west or turning
south (the current light also does not allow enough time to get multiple vehicles through the turn).
Eastbound between Plains Pkwy and E470 has an unnecessary lane reduction just before the on ramp that
should be removed. There should be bus service all the way to Harvest and then through the neighborhood to
Southlands. The medians along Quincy are not maintained in the summer and are filled with weeds and gravel.
Widen and allow for passing lanes out past Aurora Reservoir to Brick Center.
Need a over head or underground pass from Quincy to the cherry creek state park. ( for bikes and pedestrians
only) I’ve been passed by cars even thought we had right of walk to cross Parker.
Low speed limits and too many traffic signals often cause me to use Hampden instead.

Should have right turn lanes at intersections!
This pertains to Eastbound traffic in the right lane of Quincy Avenue at the intersection with Smoky
Hill Road. That lane is Right Turn Only there with a raised triangle island for pedestrians. It is NOT
CLEAR if traffic in that lane is supposed to stop when the traffic light is red. Nearly all drivers just keep
going, even when the light is red. This makes crossing that lane hazardous for anyone on foot. You
can never count on traffic stopping because everyone goes, even when the light is red.
Widening and sidewalk desperately needed east of Gun Club Rd. to Monaghan Rd. Also, snow drifts
on this stretch can be very bad, needs a solution.

The plan mentions that there is a shoulder bikeway from Gun Club Rd to Watkins Rd. Has anyone
involved in this study ever actually tried to ride a bike along Quincy, east of E470? I work just north of
the reservoir off of Quincy. It's only 6 miles from my house to my job and there is NO WAY it would be
safe for me to ride a bike to work. I occasionally see cyclists making the trek, but with how brutal the
sun can be along and East/West corridor during certain times of the day cars often come within inches
of the cyclists. As an example, I was rear ended while stopped the light at Picadilly, headed east on
Quincy in the morning, and the other driver claimed she didn't even see my car due to the sun. If I had
been on a bike I would be dead. I'm surprised I haven't seen anyone hit by a car yet.
Continue full development on Quincy East to 181 BEFORE traffic becomes a major issue. The Regions
south of Strasburg, Byers and Deer Trail are growing very fast.
Pedestrian bridge from Quincy to Tollgate Creek trail
Replace stop lights with roundabouts. Roundabouts slow traffic where as stop lights bring traffic to a
complete stop. Highway 9 between Breckenridge and I70 is so much better with roundabouts the stop
lights. Also they are much safer. People run red lights and cause accidents all of the time. It is
impossible to run a roundabout.
Widen Quincy Rd from Gun Club east to past fair ground, race track, and etc.
Widening road between Gun Club and Aurora Reservoir would be helpful as would having
continuous sidewalk/bike path
Increase speed limit as the flow of traffic is much higher than the current speed limit.
The timing between the lights at Parker Road the Furniture Row Parking area and Smoky Hill can
cause significant backups on westbound Quincy Ave during the early morning commute. Typically
after 7am. When traffic starts to back up the traffic merging on to Quincy from Smoky Hill takes all
available space between the Parker Road traffic light and the Smoky Hill traffic light. When the Smoky
Hill light turns green for vehicles already on Quincy they are unable to move forward allowing only one
or two vehicles through per cycle.
Need walkways that go from Himalaya all the way to Aurora Reservoir - currently no sidewalks past
Gun Club. Need better transit to light rail - more bus park and ride or even a high speed line.

Please select your two (2) highest priority mobility improvements for Santa Fe Drive.
Please share your ideas about specific needs and opportunities for the corridor:
Need more flyovers vs stoplights
LESS [PEOPLE NEED TO MOVE HERE
There is no safe route, along Santa Fe, for bikes and pedestrians - especially south of Mineral, to connect residents and RTD
passengers, with County Line businesses. Anything to increase accessibility, for pedestrians and bicyclists, will reduce congestion
along this corridor, for residents living nearby and RTD passengers looking to explore the area. Ideally, there would also be an
extension of the RTD line, to points south of County line - one can always dream!
I feel the greatest congestion on Santa Fe is in the Littleton downtown corridor. Though congested, the remainder of Santa Fe is
not too bad. But it will worsen as future residential construction on the southern end and south of this corridor increases.
Maybe it is time to look at a toll lane.
Specifically, southbound just before Belleview exit, why not widen the road from Union to the exit (there is a culvert on the west
side that now prohibits the lane from going through) eliminating a lot of backed-up traffic. Timing lights more efficiently will help
with better traffic flow (e.g. Hampden at SF and Union at SF). There is so much trash on SF, it is definitely the ugliest highway in the
state (worse that Brighton Blvd!!). Why doesn't the state enforce littering on highways????????????? Trash and Recycling trucks
are the true culprits (along with trash and recycling transfer stations). Pot holes, no trees, trash, backed up roads...Easy to fix!
Santa Fe could be the jewel of the city. Instead it's lined with dilapidated warehouses and the Platte River is forgotten instead of
emphasized.
Bury Santa Fe below Mineral in any redesign of this intersection. DO NOT build a fly over for Santa Fe. The sound pollution will
be terrible for the neighborhoods immediately west of Santa Fe if you do. And don't tell me it cannot be done. Engineer it
properly and anything is possible.
New bike, pedestrian, and transit connections are needed to cross Santa Fe Drive. This can be a scary corridor to cross even in a
car. The high volume of freight traffic is also problematic for bike/pedestrian crossings.
Santa Fe Drive desperately needs more lanes overall. However the intersection with Mineral Ave is probably the worst. I would
love to see Santa Fe go over or under Mineral as opposed to having a stop light there.
Santa Fe and mineral is continuing to grow in congestion. Providing an overpass for Santa Fe to go under mineral would greatly
improve efficiencies
It is obvious to me (have attended presentations in the past) the intersection at Santa Fe and Mineral is a disaster no one wants to
address, temporarily (very expensive) or long term. The size of this project would require the combined forces of Arapahoe, Jeffco
and Douglas counties. Bond issue? Need a permanent fix, not one of the temp ones being proffered. George Hoge 33-514-1912
Resident since 1973
This corridor is slowly evolving into a vehicle-only thoroughfare. Each redesign or traffic "enhancement" has increased size of
roadway and maximum speeds that are allowed. Instead of a safe and thriving commercial corridor such as University Ave or
Broadway, Santa Fe keeps evolving in a negative way: fewer pedestrians, bigger box businesses, increasing separation of
adjacent communities from each other and the S. Platte greenway, more trucks, and VERY BAD SAFETY profile . I find it ridiculous
and awful that this survey even offers a choice in the list called "Upgrading..." which includes "widening roads." This is the opposite
of what citizens in Arapahoe county municipalities such as the City of Littleton have requested in community surveys: increased
safety and an increase in "walking/biking access to stores and community ." Santa Fe Blvd. needs to be made into a boulevard that
serves people and business -- not just high speed vehicular traffic. Anything which widens the roadway or increases speed or
throughput will simply INCREASE the amount of vehicular traffic on this corridor to the detriment of non-vehicular and nontransit users. This is the opposite of what every community plan in Araphoe County calls for.
Since this is a major expressway, many of the traffic intersections should be eliminated or made a different grade with onramps/cloverleaf so that it does not have high speed with high braking at so many intersections.

Widen Santa Fe from Bellview to c470 and add an overpass at mineral. Or, maybe just create a new expressway from Titan Rd
along the river past Bellview (or all the way to 8th Ave). Have very limited on/off ramps and only runs one direction based on
time of day (5am-11am traffic goes north, 3pm-8pm traffic goes south). Keep it closed over night and on weekends.

Please select your two (2) highest priority mobility improvements for Smoky Hill Road.
Please share your ideas about specific needs and opportunities for the corridor:
As you make the eastbound turn onto Smoky Hill from southbound E470, the median is in the way . That turn has to be
done very slow and it’s very sharp. I’ve gone up over the median curb a few times.
The signals between E470 and Himalaya are horribly timed , always backing up traffic. Himalaya to Buckley is better, but it
is still bad. And Smoky Hill and Buckley is one of the worst-maintained intersections! It is always developing major
potholes!
Too many traffic signals

The current sidepath conditions are less safe for cyclists than riding on Smoky Hill Road because drivers pulling
out of the neighborhoods do not stop before going through the cross-walk area. Also, the existing sidewalk has
dirt, rocks, glass and other debris which can cause flat tires. Smoky Hill (and Quincy) offer access to the Cherry
Creek Reservoir and also 470 Trails. It would be great to give cyclists direct access to these amenities safely.
Vehicle speed is so, so high on that road - traffic calming, like protected bike lanes would help improve safety as
well.
The stretch of Smoky Hill through Centennial is poorly maintained and causes congestion as it narrows. As this
negatively impacts Aurora residents of both sides, the city should annex the road and maintain/improve it.
Should have right turn lanes at intersections!
There is a huge issue along Smoky Hill with drivers running red lights, particularly with turning left against the
light when there is oncoming traffic. I see even Aurora PD do it on almost a daily basis.(Come on, you can do
better Aurora... With how universally hated the police department is right now the least you could do is obey our
traffic laws. To be fair, some of the officers are too distracted by texting on their phones to notice something silly
like a traffic light.) There is also a place just before the light at Riviera on the West-bound side of Smoky Hill
where the left-most lane transitions to a turn-only. Many motorists are not prepared for the lane transition and
will dangerously change lanes to avoid having to make the turn. Putting up an additional sign indicating the
transition a hundred feet or so further would help with this issue. If it could be a more eye-catching sign than is
typically used, that would be helpful as well. And, last but not least, there is a blatant disregard by drivers for
pedestrian right-of-way at crosswalks. Drivers very frequently make turns through crosswalks when a pedestrian
is present and has the light to cross.
widening to 6 lanes from Buckley to Aurora Parkway. Construct raised median between Buckley to Versailles.
This would relieve much of the congestion plus provide safety from the increased traffic. Similar to Arapahoe
road between Liverpool to Aurora Parkway, which does not have half as much traffic. Seems more affluent
neighborhoods get preference with infrastructure.
Bikes should not be part of the discussion. this is a road for cars!
Help STOP the drag racing!! More safety features in/near school zones.
Smoky Hill should be six lanes

Make sure that all lights have pedestrian "count downs". This helps reduce running red lights. The lights at
Tower and Smoky Hill and at Buckley and Smoky Hill are dangerous and confusing.
We need traffic control, speed on Smoky Hill and the failing to stop for red lights especially at Telluride and
Danube is going to get someone killed. Maybe get Aurora Police to patrol that area or CSP since the Sheriff's
office doesn't do anything with it
Add more bike trails. Synchronize traffic lights.

Please select your two (2) highest priority mobility improvements for University Boulevard
Please share your ideas about specific needs and opportunities for the corridor:
University is far too wide. Crossing it as a pedestrian is difficult to do. The width encourages speeding.
Congestion is very bad along this sections of this corridor, most times of the day. The intersection at Quincy with the schools
needs to be rethought as traffic comes to a virtual halt with parents trying to enter or exit the schools & having to reduce speed to
20 mph. It takes forever to get through the intersection. The intersection at Orchard needs to widened & improved, it is very
dangerous turning in all directions & people push the traffic lights to turn because of backups.
Light use cross traffic intersections like Otero in off hours should be switched to flashing signals. After nine PM depending on
weekday versus weekend. Many light use intersections in the county should go to flashing signals - yellow for through traffic,red
flashing stop and proceed when safe to cross. Poor visibility intersection should not be flashing. This could apply to Arapahoe
west of I-25, Dry Creek, County Line, University, Quebec, Holly, etc.
Traffic law enforcement. Speed 'limits' are high as is and with the volume of traffic along the corridor, it's becoming more and more
difficult to enter the flow safely. Due to the lack of enforcement of the speed limits, motorists are taking license to go 5-10 mph
above making speeds close to highway speed. Personally, I try to avoid taking this route but due to the limit of convenient arteries,
I end up being force to navigate University to/from my home.
Thinking of SOUTHBOUND University as it approaches County Line and C-470. At rush hour, drivers seem to stack up in the left
hand lane before getting to County Line. County Line has a two lane, left turn to take drivers EAST. I have rarely seen cars stacked
up in those two lanes. As drivers move through the intersection the left through lane remains stacked up. The drivers are both
those that ARE turning EAST on C-470 and those going straight into Highlands Ranch. (One would hope that those going straight
would eventually figure out that if they moved over one lane things would flow better, but it hasn't happened for years so why
think it would change (sorry for the little bit of sarcasm but...)) Yes, I do realize that SOUTH of County Line is Douglas County.
However, if Arapahoe County could convert one of those left turn lanes at County Line to one County Line left turn and the other
one to left turn ONLY at C-470, it could perhaps ease some of the congestion. Thanks for letting me get this off my chest.
Raise the speed to 25 mph during school times in front of St Mary's
improve traffic flow around school dropoff / pickup times (perhaps time of day lights) at St Mary's / CHVE on/off university
between belleview & quincy
During morning and afternoon rush hours it is nearly impossible to go North onto University Blvd. from East Bound Quincy .
Oncoming cars driving westbound on Quincy, near CHV elementary school take up all the time allowed during the green light. It’s
awful. The light changes, and only one car can turn left to go North onto University Blvd.
The entire Cherry Hills corridor is difficult with St Mary's and CHV Elementary access- -for a state highway to fo to 20 mph and
creation of safety issues, we need to consider widening for off ramps to the schools
Do not waste money on crossing safety at University and Dry Creek. The problem isn't the crosswalk. It's been improved since I
went to school at AHS in 1986. The problem isn't the street, the problem is no one is teaching these kids how to be safe crossing a
street.
right turn lane, southbound University to westbound County Line Rd Restripe intersection University & E Otero Circle so
residents of Village of Four Lakes can safely and easily enter/leave neighborhood
The traffic light at University and Belleview creates massive backups of traffic , particularly heading south. It would be best to try
to divert some of this traffic on University to Broadway.
Stop the construction and let the traffic flow. No idea how you can estimate traffic patterns when you keep tearing the road up.
Southbound University approaching County Line Road has become very congested since the double left turn lane from
southbound University to eastbound County Line Road was added. Making one of the lanes that had been going straight on
University fixed the back up of left turning traffic; however, it only compounded the crowding for cars that are continuing straight
south on University or turning right onto westbound County Line Road. There needs to be a long right turn lane added from
southbound University to westbound County line Road without taking away the two lanes that are continuing south on
University.

Congestion from Dry Creek to Orchard is a major issue. Bike and pedestrian paths from County Line to Arapahoe (DeKoeven
Park) are critically needed. It is very unsafe to bike or walk on existing sidewalks in this section. Also in some areas sidewalks don’t
even exist, and most are very narrow and in very poor condition. There should be a skywalk from AHS across University and
across Dry Creek.

Please select your two (2) highest priority mobility improvements for Watkins Road.
Please share your ideas about specific needs and opportunities for the corridor:
There is a huge trash company whose trucks run up and down the road constantly. Are they helping to repair the damage
they're doing to the road? I believe the company is MJB or something like that.
Limited water possibilities should be kept in mind when populating the area. All firehouse and emergency need s have to
come from north of I70. Nothing in our area.
The heavy semi traffic leads to several pot holes. The county needs to be more attentive to getting them filled in a more
timely manner
Watkins is a volume traffic area with a lot of accidents. There is a lot of semi trucks causing a lot of damage to the roads.
Connect Watkins to Monaghan Rd to the new community west of Watkins. (???)

